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THURSDAY, APRIL 25, 1907. WHOLE NUMBER, 1659.
A FIRST-CLASS ADVERTISING MEDIUM IN THE MIDDLE SECTION OF MONTGOMERY COUNTY.
j  W. BUYER, H. D.,
Practising Physician,
TKAPPE* Pa. Office a t  his residence, nearly 
opposite Masonic HalL
T . W E B E R , « .  D .,
Practising Physician,
EVANSBURG, Fa. Office H ours: Until 9 
a. m.; 7 to 9 p. m Keystone ’Phone No. 17.
g  A. KRUNEN, M. D.,
Homeopathic Physician,
OOLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Office Hours : Until 9 
a. m ; 6 to 8p. m. Keystone ’phone. No. 6; 
Bell, 80x. Other office honrs by appointment. 
All kinds of X-R»y work and electrical treat­
ment for cancerous, skin, and nervous diseases.
B. HORNING, M. D.s.
Practising Physician,
OOLLEGEVILLE, Pa. Telephone In office. 
Office Hours until 9 a. m.
j  H. HAMER, M. D„
Homeopathic Physician.
GOL»LEGEVIIaJLE, P  A.. Office Hours: Until 
10 a. in., from 6 to 9 p. m. Special attention 
given to ear, nose and throat diseases. 23au.
JJABVEY L. SHOMO,
Attorney-at-Law,
S31 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOW N, PA. 
RESIDENCE—ROYERSFORD.
Both’Phones.
H ERBEBT U. MOORE,
Attorney-at- Law,
ALBERTSON TRUST CO. BUILDING, 
806 Swede St.. Norristown, Pa 
Bell and Keystone ’Phones. 6-16.
jyjAYNE B. LONGSTKETH,
Attorney-at- Law,
And Notary Public. ::: No. 712 Oroser Build­
ing, 1420 Chestnut St., Phlla., Pa.
Long Distance Telephone. House No. 0928. 
Algo member of the Montgomery County Bar.
JOSEPH 8. HKATZ,
Attorney-at-Law,
1009 COMMONWEALTH BUILDING, 12th 
and CHESTNUT STREETS, 
Philadelphia.
Telephones.
Q  L. EVANS,
Attorney-at- Law,
328 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA- 
At residence, Limerick, every evening.
Bell ’Phone *2. Keystone 'Phone, 27.
rpHOMAS HALLMAN, ,
Attorney-at- Law,
823 SWEDE STREET, NORRISTOWN, PA.
Will be a t his branch office In Odd Fellows’ 
Building. CoiXBGBViLi.it, P a., every evening 
from 7 to 10; Saturday afternoons from 1 to 6. 
1-26.
JOHN 8. HUN8ICKEK,
Justice of the Peace,
KAHN STATION, PA. Conveyancer and 
General Business Agent. Clerking of sales a t­
tended co. Charges reasonable.
^RTH UB G. ASH,
Justice of the Peace.
Real Estate and General Business Agent,
TBAPPE, p a . All kinds of real estate sold 
on commission. Real estate purchased. Money 
leaned. 8-16
F . W. SCHEUBEN’S
D
SHAVING PARLOR,
'bO LLEG EV ILLE, PA.
lay Second Door Above Railroad.
Finest grades of CIGARS and TOBACCO 
always.on band.
R. FRANK BRANDBETH, 
(Snocessor to Dr. Okas, Ryekman.)
DENTIST,
ROYERSFORD, PA. Praotlcal Dentistry a t 
honest prices.
0 R .  S. D. CORNISH,
DENTIST,
OOLLEGEVILLE, PA. 
Pint-class Workmanship G uaranteed; Gas 
administered. Prices Reasonable.
Keystone ’Phone No. 81 Bell ’Phone, 27Y.
A DIMMED VISION
jeldom sees the bright side of life. I  have added 
tothe happiness of many thousands of persons 
afflicted with poor sight by providing the 
proper glasses. That is why my 27 years’ of 
practical work is crowned with the approval of 
ffly patrons.
4. B. PARKER, Optician, 
fflo Dekalb street, norristown.
P  8. KOON8,
SOHW ENKSVILLE, PA.,
Slater and Roofer,
a»«** ^ea*er In Slate, Slate Flagging, Grey 
Si?®?*.ate. Estimates furnished, work con­




Bell ’Phone 23 x.
j g  M. POLEY,
Contractor and Builder,
TRAPPE, PA
Prompt and accurate in building construction. 
Estimates cheerfully furnished. 6-23
HAVE YOU
H EA D A CH E-
Letters Blur 7
PHILLIPS’ GLASSES WILL STOP IT.
Good Glasses at Little Pi ices.
310 High Street, Pottstown, Pa.
M . N. BAKNDT,COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
OOBTRAOTOR FOR ALL K IN D S OF
Brick and Stone Masonry,
CEMENTING, CONCRETING, ETC Esti­
mates cheerfully famished and good work guar­
anteed. K g '  SPECIAL ATTENTION TO 
JOBBING. 8-6
2DIR- DAVIS,
Eye Specialist and Physician,
240 HIGH NT., POTTSTOWN.
SECOND FLOOR.
Q H A K L E 8  N. BAKNDT,
ARClilTBCT,
COLLEGEVILiLE, PA.
Plans and specifications carefully prepared. 
Patronage solicited. 2*7.
8. G. FINKBIN ER,
Real Estate and Insurance,
LGANS and INVESTMENTS, NOTARY 
PUBLIC. ROYERSFORD, PA.
FDWAKD DAVID,
,  J Painter and
Paper-Hanger,
LEOEVILLE, PA. 4 V  Samples of paper 
alwavg on hand
MISPRINTBANK BILLS
Errors That Slip Past the Watch* 
ful Treasury inspectors.
THE MOST CURIOUS BLUNDER.
A National Bank Note Which la For
*60 on On* Side and For *100 on the
Other Sida—How the Errar Was
Made and Hew It Waa Discovered.
imperfect or misprinted bank notes 
sometimes, though rarely, slip past the 
•yes of the inspectors In the United 
States bureau of engraving and print­
ing. It la said that a fifty dollar na­
tional bank note waa the moat remark­
able misprint that ever escaped the 
government employees and found Its 
way Into circulation.
I t  was discovered In a peculiar way. 
▲ clerk in a Chicago hotel In making 
up hla accounts one day found a dis­
crepancy he couldn’t  explain. He 
placed the pile of bills on his left hand 
side, and as he counted each one turn­
ed the note over and deposited It on a 
pile at his right
He found that when he counted from 
left to right bis cash exactly balanced, 
but when he counted It back again a 
shortage of *60 was shown. After 
spending two hours In a vain endeavor 
to find out what was the matter he 
called In the manager.
The manager had no better success. 
Backward and forward he counted the 
bills, but always with the same result 
—one time the cash balanced and the 
next the shortage was developed. Fi­
nally each bill was examined separate­
ly, both obverse and reverse.
And then the mystified men discover­
ed the caus< of their trouble. One of 
the bills had tbe design of $50 on the 
obverse and that of $100 on the re­
verse.
The clerk had received the bill as 
$100.
The United States treasury was com­
municated with, and it was admitted 
that such a bill was out and that the 
department had a record of it. I t  was 
discovered In 1890 that one sheet of 
bank notes of the denomination of $50 
and $100, printed for the Aetna Nation­
al bank of Kansas City, Mo., bad been 
reversed in the press. One plate bore
tne obverse or a fifty dollar bill at tbe 
top and tbe obverse of- a hundred dol­
lar bill a t the bottom. The other plate 
bore tbe reverse of the two notes.
After each sheet was printed It was 
laid aside to dry before being run 
through for the obverse printing. In 
some way the pressmen turned one 
sheet upside down, with the result that 
two misprinted bills came forth, one 
with a fifty dollar obverse and hun­
dred dollar reverse, tbe other with a 
hundred dollar obverse and a fifty dol­
lar reverse.
The cashier of the bank was tbe first 
to become aware of the error. He 
found that something was wrong after 
he had paid oat the note with the fifty 
dollar face and the hundred dollar 
back by coming across the one with 
the hundred dollar face and the fifty 
dollar back. The note held by the 
cashier was returned to the treasury 
and destroyed, a perfect note being Is­
sued in its place.
Tbe other note is now in the posses­
sion of a collector of paper money, 
who values it a t several thousand dol­
lars.
In the sixties an error of a similar 
nature occurred in which a bank note 
was printed with the ten dollar ob­
verse and a twenty dollar reverse. 
While this bill is not as great a rarity 
as tbe other, still its owner would not 
part with it for a sum much less than 
that a t which the fifty dollar bill Is 
valued.
The reason why It is less valuable 
than the other In the eyes of the col­
lectors is the belief that more bills like 
it were issued, and probably some of 
them are still in existence. Of the for­
mer denomination the owner Is abso­
lutely certain that his specimen is 
unique, its companion error having 
been destroyed, but there Is no known 
record of the redemption of the error 
with the ten dollar face. I t  Is reason­
ably certain that at least four of them 
got into circulation.
Errors were tound In the design of 
the 1880 silver certificates. These 
were rather the fault of the engraver 
than the printer.
On the 1880 notes is found a treasury 
seal entirely different from any other 
ever used by the government The 
key, which is one of the most impor­
tant symbols of the seal, shows a han­
dle a t the left hand side Instead of to 
the righ t as on all others.
The shield Is of different shape and 
the stars are larger. The two ends of 
the band surrounding the symbols are 
fastened with a buckle, which in no 
other Instance plays a part In the de­
sign of a treasury seal. This Is the 
only Issue of notes on which the pe­
culiar seal was used, and collectors of 
paper money Include them among the 
errors or freaks.
The one, two and five dollar certifi­
cates and the ten dollar legal tender 
bills of the present issue occur with 
what are known as Inverted backs. As 
a matter of fact this Is a wrong de­
scription, as they are really Inverted 
fronts, for the backs of all bills are 
printed first. These bills are sought by 
collectors, who pay a premium for them 
when in fine condition.
Another curiosity Is a one dollar note 
of the Second National bank of Raven­
na, O. This lacks the signatures of 
both the president and cashier, al­
though It was generally circulated and 
never challenged.
A one dollar national bank note of 
the First National bank of Fall River, 
Mass., also lacks both signatures, which 
seems not to have Interfered with Its 
being offered and accepted as money, 
emu another one dollar note of i n  
First National bank of Indianapolis, 
Ind., lacks the signature of the presi­
dent only.
Slight as are these errors or omis­
sions, they give additional valne to 
loch bills In the eyes of collectors ol 
paper money, who are always glad to 
pay a premium for them.
I t  is not known how many of the 
bills of the present issue are in circu­
lation with Inverted design, but It it 
not thought that there are many.
A legal tender note of 1869 shows an 
oddity. On the face of the note is a 
portrait of Webster, while to the rlghl 
Is a representation of Rolfe presenting 
Pocahontas to Queen Elisabeth. At 
the bottom of the center Is a small 
eagle. Upon Inverting the bill the eagle 
presents a very faithful resemblance to 
the head of a donkey.
Whether this was Intended by the en­
graver as a joke is not known, but the 
resemblance Is so close that It Indi­
cates premeditation on his part.—Wash­
ington Post.
A FAMOUS SERMON.
Dr. Dod’s Compulsory Discourse From 
tho Text “Malt,"
Dr. Dod was an old time English 
clergyman, Incumbent of a parish close 
to Cambridge, who had made himself 
very unpopular with a certain class of 
the university students by bis forcible 
sermons against drunkenness. A short 
time after the delivery of one of these 
philippics the good doctor was walking 
toward Cambridge whfen he met sev­
eral undergraduates, who thought they 
saw a chance for revenge. According 
ly they stopped him and with mock 
Doliteness urged him then and there to
deliver a' s’-rmon. They insisted on ms 
preaching to them from a hollow tree 
on a text of their own selection, the 
one word “Malt.”
Resistance being useless, the doctor 
quietly obeyed and, assuming bis pul­
pit manner, delivered the following 
sermon:
. “lieloved, let me crave yonr atten­
tion. I am a little man and come a t a 
short notice to preach from a short 
text to a thin congregation in an un­
worthy pulpit. Beloved^ my text is 
‘Malt.’ I cannot divide it into sen­
tences, there being none; nor Into 
words, there being but one. I must 
therefore divide It Into letters.
“M is moral. A is allegorical. L Is 
literal. T Is theological.
“The moral Is to teach you good 
manners. Therefore, M—my masters, A 
—all of you, L—leave off, T—tippling.
“The allegorical is when one thing is 
spoken of and another meant. The 
thing spoken of is malt;» the thing 
meant is the spirit of malt, which you 
make M—your meat, A—your apparel, 
L—your liberty, and T—your trust.
“The literal is, according to the let­
ters, M—much, A—ale, L—little, T— 
thought.
“The theological is according to the 
effects.lt works: M—murder in some, 
A—adultery in others L—looseness of 
life In most, and T—treachery in many.
“I shall-conclude the subject, first by 
way of exhortation: M—my masters, A 
—all of you, L—listen, T—to my text.
“Second, by way of caution: M—my 
masters, A—all of you, L—look for, T— 
the truth.
“Thirdly, by way of communicating 
the truth, which is this: A drunkard is 
the annoyance of modesty, the spoil of 
civility, the destruction of reason, the 
robber’s agent, the almshouse benefac­
tor, his wife’s sorrow, his children’s 
trouble, his own shame, his neighbor’s 
scoff, a walking swill bowl, the picture 
of a beast, the monster of a man.”
Then Dr. Dod descended from his 
arboreal pulpit and resumed his walk, 
leaving a very shamefaced and crest­
fallen congregation to follow at a re­
spectful distance. He was never way­
laid again to deliver extemporaneous 
sermons.—Scrap Book.
WASHINGTON LETTER.
How Birds Learn to Sing.
Do young birds learn their songs by 
direct imitation of their parents or is 
the power of song an innate quality? 
Some observations made by W. H. 
Hudson on a species of tinamou (Rhyn- 
chotus rufescens) throw some light on 
the question. This species has a pe­
culiar and characteristic song or call 
of its own, and, according to Mr. Hud­
son’s observations, it does not require 
to learn it. A young bird was taken 
from the nest when just breaking the 
shell and brought up in a house where 
it could never have had the chance of 
hearing Its parents. Yet long before 
it was full grown it would retire to a 
dark comer of the room and give its 
characteristic song in great perfection. 
Here the song must have been innate. 
The experiments of the Hon. Dalnes 
Barrington, in which various species 
were reared under linnets and learned 
and sang the linnet song Instead of 
their own, suggest, on the other hand, 
that the young bird learns by direct 
imitation.—London Globe.
An Aldrloh Autograph Story.
Thomas Bailey Aldrich was always 
ready to grant a request for his auto­
graph when he believed that It came 
from an honest admirer who desired It 
as a personal token or for his or her— 
preferably her—private collection. It 
was the professional autograph hunter, 
who sought a specimen of his hand­
writing for commercial purposes, set­
ting pitfalls for tbe unwary author, 
whom he tried, not always successful­
ly, to avoid. On one occasion Mr. Al­
drich received a pathetic letter In a 
woman’s hand, telling of the death of 
a little daughter and asking the poet 
If he would send in his own handwrit­
ing a verse or two from “Bable Bell” 
to help assuage the grief of the afflict­
ed household. His sympathies were 
touched, and he wrote out the whole 
poem and sent It on its comforting 
mission. A few weeks later he saw in 
an autograph dealer’s shop the ident­
ical manuscript displayed for sale a t a 
good round price.
A Similarity.
Star Boarder — There’s something 
wrong with the coffee. Boarding Mis­
tress—Yes, It’s like yon—slow about 
settling.
Matrimony In Central Africa.
Quails are plentiful at Lake Nyanza, 
and after being snared In the grass by 
the natives they are kept in small 
wicker cages strung on a long pole 
stuck in the ground. When a sufficient 
number of quails have been collected 
they can be exchanged with a neighbor 
—for all the world like coupons—for 
wives.—Brevet Major R. G. T. Bright, 
C. M. G., in Wide World Magazine.
One of Them.
Mrs. Hoyle—My husband says that 
when he met me it was a case of love 
at sight. Mrs. Doyle—There are lots 
of Instances of defective vision.—New 
York Press.
From Our Regular Correspondent.
Washington D. C. April 18,1907.— 
Tbe convention season in Washing­
ton is at hand and each week 
through April and May there will 
be from one to half a dozen organi­
zations in session here. There are 
always sightseers in Washington 
for as the Capitol of tbe country the 
city is a Mecca for people all over 
the country but Spring is tbe sea­
son when the hotels and boarding 
houses are overflowing with people 
who have come to see the sights. 
Conventions and the reduced rates 
that they secure for their delegates 
bring many wbo have little or no 
interest in the business of the 
organization but who welcome an 
excuse for visiting the Capital. 
Washington does not call itself 
‘the convention city” and it does 
not have a huge blazing sign of 
‘welcome” at its station as Denver 
does but it is nevertheless the seat 
of more conventions than any other 
two cities in the country. Tbe 
principal convention, at least in 
point of numbers,, in session this 
week is the Daughters of the Am­
erican Revolution. This great 
organization of women continues to 
exist and even to add to its num­
bers though there seems to be a 
gradual falling off in interest in it 
which must necessarily end finally 
in its annihilation. Tbe usual 
amount of squabbling and scolding 
is taking place and the same num­
ber of women are pulling wires in 
every direction and working madly 
for the honor of holding office.. A 
more pathetic sight than this organ­
ization, notwithstanding its satis­
faction with itself, is not often seen 
here,' Most of tbe women, if one’s 
observation of the crowd can be 
trusted, are iD widows’ weeds. 
They are generally of an age when 
their children if they have bad any 
are growD and gone. The spinsters 
form a large part of tbe delegates. 
The sight of all these woman so idle 
that they can be interested in their 
society or so busy with the trifling, 
fatuous work of the organization is 
one to make a useful person mourn 
for the women of this country. The 
passion for “doing something” is so 
apparent in all the faces of the 
Daughters and tbe record of the 
society’s work and its aims are so 
pitifully poor that one must marvel 
that it can exist so long.
Washington of course welcomes 
the “ Daughters” though it openly 
ridicules them in newspapers and 
on the street. They are erecting a 
fine building for the organization 
and every year they come here in 
great numbers, stay at the best 
hotels, shop in spare hours and are 
generally a profit to the city. If 
they confer any other benefit than 
this either when in or out of session 
their conventions aod their reports 
do not show it.
The Diplomatic corps at Wash­
ington is composed of trained and 
accomplished men, some of whom 
have attained distinction in litera­
ture. It is therefore with interest 
that the people at the Capital are 
awaiting the addition to tbe diplo­
matic ranks of an ex-Salvation Army 
leader. This is not saying that the 
envoy from Sweden is not a diplo­
mat and a statesman but it is the 
first time that the diplomatic corps 
at Washington has ever had among 
its members a member of the Sal­
vation Army. It is well known 
that Norway and Sweden are the 
countries in which the Salvation 
Army has best flourished and the 
new minister to this country' from 
Sweden was at one time Commander 
of the Army in Sweden and one of 
the most active and ardent workers 
that the organization has ever had. 
His name is Herman de Lagercrantz 
and he is now on his way to Amer­
ica to take the place made vacant by 
Baron Grip who represented the 
twin governments of Norway and 
Sweden until their separation. He 
is said to be a person of originality 
and his odd experience in connec­
tion with his work among the poor
will make him a figure altogether 
out Of the ordinary in diplomatic 
circles here. His predecessor be­
longed to tbe Washington smart set, 
danced, flirted and rode after the 
bounds. The advent of Ambassador 
Bryce and Lagercrantz may have an 
effect to neutralize and leaven the 
frivolity of fashionable and diplo­
matic society here, surely a de­
sirable consummation.
The President has received many 
letters of protest since tbe publi­
cation of tbe Harriman letter in 
which he criticized some of the 
leaders of tbe labor organizations 
but he has not so far made any re­
ply to them. It is stated that be 
will probably not pay any attention 
to the resolutions of labor organi­
zations condemning him for his 
criticisms of them in tbe letter. 
It is at least certain that he will 
not deny that he wrote the letter 
which has caused the friends of 
Haywood and Moyer so much con­
cern even though the organizations 
are trying so hard to make him 
acknowledge over his own signa­
ture that he did characterize these 
men as “ undesirable citizens.” 
More than a week ago the Chicago 
Federation of Labor telegraphed the 
President to know if he would 
affirm or deny the language about 
Moyer Haywood but so far there 
has been no response from tbe 
White House. A special messanger 
has now been appointed by the 
Federation to come to Washington 
to consult the President personally 
about it. It is not believed here 
that the messenger will ever get 
within speaking distance of tbe 
President since it is not likely that 
the Chief Executive feels himself 
accountable to the Federation of 
Labor for his private opinions ex­
pressed in personal letters but tbe 
outcome is awaited with some in­
terest by tbe friends as well as by 
the opponents of organized labor.
The reports that have gone out 
through tke whole country that the 
President’s health was suffering 
from the long strain of work and 
anxiety have convinced people who 
who do not live in Washington and 
see him frequently that he is on 
the verge of collapse. As a matter 
of fact the rumor is without any 
foundation. To all appearances the 
President is in his usual health 
which is just about as good again 
as that of the ordinary healthy per­
son. Mr. Roosevelt having had ex­
perience in his youth with poor 
health is one of an all too small 
number who place an adequate 
value on health and strength and 
during bis most strenuous and re­
sponsible periods in the White 
House he has never neglected the 
exercise and open air life that 
keeps him tbe healthiest, strongest 
and most active man who has ever 
been at the bead of the nation. One 
day this week when the morning 
papers were hinting that he was 
under the care of a physician the 
President greeted a crowd of news­
papermen in bis office with the an­
nouncement that, “ It’s  too fine a 
day to work.”  Half an hour later 
he was dressed in riding togs and 
accompanied by his two boys and a 
young lady friend of the family was 
on bis way to tbe park.
P R O P S  O F  C O N C R E T E .
Props of concrete are being used 
in coal and other mines successfully 
and economically in the place of 
lumber. A great deal of lumber is 
used in mines as supports in the 
galleries and drifts, and the atmos­
pheric ccondition in the mine in­
terior made it necessary to renew 
this wood frequently. With the 
props made of cement, the first 
cost is the only on. The cement 
props are made at the mouth of the 
mine, and being reinforced with 
metal, they are not nearly so bulky 
as those of wood, which is often an 
important consideration. It is said 
that their cost is half that of wood. 
The Reading Coal and Iron Com­
pany has adopted concrete for this 
purpose and has equipped a plant 
for their manufacture.
LOCAL AND COUNTY NEW S.
I  THE INDEPENDENT!
TERMS — 91.00 PER YEAR 
:: IN ADVANCE. it
Thursday, April 2 5 , ’07
CHIJRCH SERVICES.
Parish of St. Paul’s Memorial P. E. Church, 
Oaks, Perkiomen, Audubon. The Rev. T. P. 
Ege, rector. Sunday services: Union Church, 
Audubon, 10.46». m., with Holy Communion 
first in month. St, Paul’s, Oaks, 3.30 p. m., 
with Holy Communion third in month 8.30 a. 
m. Children’s Evensong last in month 3 p. m. 
Sunday School 2.30 p. m. Vested choir. Free 
sittings. Cordial welcome. The rector, resid­
ing a t Oaks, will be pleased to receive calls for 
visitation or ministration. Address Oaks P. O.
Evansburg M. E. Church, Rev. S. B. G arrett 
pastor. Sabbath School, 9.30 a. m. Preaching, 
10.80 a. m. and 7.30 p. m. Song and prayer ser­
vice, 7 p. m.
Trinity Reformed Church, Collegeville, Rev. 
F. C. Yost, D. D., pastor. Services next Sun­
day a t 10 a. m. Sunday School a t 9. Junior 
Christian Endeavor a t  2 p. m., and SeniorC.
E. a t  7 p. m.
St. Luke’s Reformed Church, Trappe, Rev. 
S L . Messinger, S . T. 1)., pastor. Sunday 
School a t  8.45 a.m . Preaching every Sunday a t 
10 a. m. and 7.45 p. m. Junior Endeavor prayer 
meeting a t 2 p . m. Y . P. S. C. E. prayer meet­
ing a t 6.45 p. m. Bible Study meeting on 
Wednesday evening a t 8 o’clock. All are 
most cordially invited to attend the services.
St. Jam es’ Church, Lower Providence, Rev.
F. S. Ballentine, rector. Morning service and 
sermon, 10.30. Sunday School, 1.45 p. m. Eve­
ning service and sermon, 8. Holy Com­
munion, First Sunday in the month. !AU are 
eordially invited and welcome.
Trappe Circuit United Evangelical Church, 
Rev. George R. Riffert, pastor. Services 
for the coming Sabbath will be as follows: 
Trappe—Preaching, 10.30 a. m.; Sunday School 
St 2 p. m. Limerick—Preaching a t 2 30 p. m.; 
C. E. a t 7.30 p. m.; Sunday School a t 9.30 a. m.
Passenger trains leave Collegeville for Phila­
delphia : 7.03, 7.45,11.30 a  m., 6.05 p. m. Sun­
days—7.11 a. m., 6.33 p. m. For Allentown: 
7.45,11.02 a.m ., 8.22, 6.05 p. m. Sundays—8.30 




—Take to burning coal ashes
—Who will burn coal and furnish 
ashes?
—When?
—Who will not welcome sunshine 
and plenty of it?
—There were six-inch snowfalls 
In western Pennsylvania, last week.
—He woke from out a troubled 
rest—
He saw the snow, and then in grief 
He murmured as he solowly 
dressed,
“ My goodness, wasn’t summer 
brief!”
—Cleveland Plain Dealer.
—“How long do you intend to re 
main away on your next vacation? 
“Oh, about 12 souvenir postcards. 
—Milwaukee Sentinel.
S in g le  Tax.
If any of our readers desire in 
formation as to the Single Tax 
theories of Henry George, they will 
receive free literature by address 
ing Henry George, Literature Bu 
reau, box 137, Philadelphia, Pa.
Entertainm ent Postponed.
The entertainment announced 
last week for Thursday evening, 
February 25, iu the Episcopal Par 
ish House, Evansburg, has been de 
ferred until further notice on ac­
count of the death of Mrs. Ballen 
tine.
Postponed.
The meeting of the Collegeville 
High School Alumni Association 
announced to be held at the home of 
Miss Anna Moyer, has been post­
poned from May 4 to May 11. All 
members are requested to be pres 
ent.
Found H er H usband  Dead.
When Mrs. Epbriam E. Bertolet 
of Pottstown, awoke Friday morn­
ing she was horrified to find the 
corpse of her husband lying beside 
her. He had died during the 
night from cerebral apoplexy. Mr 
Bertolet was 64 years old, and con 
ducted a carriage business.
H orse  F a lls  and B reaks a Leg.
About 4 o'clock Saturday morning 
Isaac Longacre, of Lower Provi­
dence, was on his way to market 
when his horse slipped and fell at 
the corner of Airy and Astor streets 
Norristown, and broke a bind leg. 
Dr. Borneman is treating the aoi 
mal and he expects the fracture to 
heal.
Died W h ile  O ut Driving.
John Sudler, of Norristown, was 
out driving on the Germantown 
pike in Norriton township, Satur­
day morning. He was having a 
brush with Samuel Whitby when 
he was seen to. lean over in his 
buggy and then his horse ran away 
and he fell out. He was picked up 
dead. Heart disease was the cause.
—Of late the shipments of
cattle from Palm 
head a week.
station average 75
Runaw ay C a r  C ra sh e s  
Into Building.
A runaway car released in sbift- 
fat ing on the incline to the Yeagher-
He that has but four and spends 
five has no need of a purse—Danish.
—The public school commence­
ment of Perkiomen township will 
be held in the chapel at Iron bridge 
on Saturday evening, June 1.
—Young Thomas Faulkner, sou 
of a Norristown Councilman, had 
an arm broken while playing 
“crack the whip. ”
—Mrs. Howard E. Snyder, of 
Reading, wjs held up near her 
home and robbed of $12.
. —If the time don’t suit you, suit 
yourself to the time.—Turkish.
■ —Four girls acted as pall-bearers 
at the funeral of Gertrude Shollen- 
berger, of Pottstown.
—Pennsburg Town Council has 
decided to appoint a commission of 
three citizens to operate its coming 
■electric light plant.
—Last Friday Joseph Schweitzer, 
of ^llentown took a sleigh ride.
—A large number of basehall 
Clubs were organized in Reading 
last week, and the city has now 132 
dubs.
—Gilbertsville is to have a build­
ing boom this year, and a Reading 
contractor will build quite a num­
ber of houses.
—Do not wade where you see not 
po bottom.—Danish
—Twenty undertakers, some of 
whom came from distant towns, 
were bidders at a public sale of the 
property of the Clayton H. Fryer, a 
Pennsburg undertaker.
—Mrs. Esther Keller, 96 years of 
age, of Richmond township, Berks 
county’s oldest woman, has read 
the Bible through at least 500 times 
and arises every morning at sun­
rise and retires at sundown.
—Judge Swartz set aside the ver­
dict of $810 rendered by a jury in 
favor of Joseph Ramsey, of Potts­
town, for the death of his son 
Edgar, who fell from the running 
board of a trolley car.
Hunter Stove works, Spring City, 
Thursday, crashed into the engine 
room, smashed one whole side of the 
building, covered the boilers with 
debris and itself landed on top of 
this. It will require some time to 
repair the damage, and meanwhile 
the plant is forced to be idle.
W ork  on Trolley Line  
Progressing.
A large force of men are engaged 
near Fair view Village, laying track, 
quarrying stone and ballasting for 
the Souderton-Trooper trolley rail 
way. The track will be laid to 
Center Point in about two weeks, 
The Company has purchased two 
trolley cars, one a passenger car 
42 feet long; the other a combination 
freight and passenger car. The 
cars were purchased from the Brill 
Co., of Philadelphia, and are to be 
delivered about the middle of May.
R epa irs to R id ge  Pike.
Needed repairs are being made to 
the Ridge pike between Perkiomen 
Bridge and Trooper. Frank Cleav­
er is driving ’Squire Wilson’s four 
horses to the water wagon. A 
steam roller is also in service.
A  Card  of Thanks.
Miss Kate Famous, of Oaks, re­
cently received 114 post cards from 
her friends in celebration of her 
birthday anniversary. Miss Fam­
ous desires to extend her thanks to 
all those who so kindly remembered 
her.
Barn. Struck  by Lightn ing and 
Destroyed by Fire.
During the electrical and rain 
storm, Tuesday night, Andrew 
Grater’s barn, near Lucon, was 
struck by lightning and destroyed 
by fire. The cows and horses were 
saved, but a lot of farming imple­
ments and some hay, grain, &c 
were consumed with the barn.
W retch H u r ls  Stone Through C a r  
W indow .
A miscreant hurled a large stone 
through the window of a Philadel­
phia & Reading passenger train 
near Abrahams station Friday eve­
ning, slightly injuring two of the 
passengers. The missile was hurled 
with great force and the heavy plate- 
glass window was completely shat­
tered. Two ladies occupied the seat 
and both were showered with the 
flying particles which cut slight 
gashes in their faces and hands.
Sp r in g  Concert.
The annual Spring, concert at 
Ursiqus College this year will be 
given Saturday night, May 4tb, in 
Bomberger Hall, by Mrs. Iva K. 
Bradley, soprano, of New York 
City, Marion G. Spangler, pianist, 
Mr. G. W. McClelland, accompanist. 
Mrs. Bradley has had the privilege 
the past few summers of studying 
with Spriglia, a famous Paris teaeh- 
er, and also with Oscar Saenger of 
New York. She has a charming 
stage presence and sings with dra­
matic fire, although her voice is of 
lovely lyric quality. Miss Spangler 
will play the seldom heard Schubert 
Sonata in A minor which the ret- 
nouned Russian pianist, Gabrilo- 
witsch has made so popular this 
winter in his recitals in Portland, 
New York city and elsewhere. Re­
served seats, fifty cents, general ad­
mission, twenty-five cents.
Bitten By a Spider.
Through blood poisoning caused by a 
spider bite, John Washington, of Bosque- 
vUle, Texts, would have lost his leg, which 
became a mass of running sores, had he not 
been persuaded to try Bucklen’s Arnica 
Salve. He writes: “The first application re­
lieved, and four boxes healed all the sores.” 
Heals every sore. 25 cents at J. W. Cul- 
bert’s, the druggist.
The M llle r-C lam e r W edding.
The tieing of a nuptial knot in the 
beautiful .home of Chief Burgess 
and Mrs. F. J. Clamer, of this bor­
ough, Saturday evening, was the 
central attraction of a prominent 
social event. At 6.30, surrounded 
by the immediate relatives and 
friends of the bride and groom, and 
the elaborate floral decorations from 
Burgess Clamer’s private green­
house, Miss Alma Clamer, .daughter 
of the aforenamed, and Mr. Ralph 
E. Miller, of Philadelphia, the only 
son of Mr. and Mrs. James A. Mill 
er, of New Tripola, Pa., were unit­
ed in matrimony by the Rev. W. O. 
Fegely, pastor of the Lutheran 
church, Trappe. The wedding 
march was performed by Miss 
Bessie Ludwig, of Philadelphia. 
The ceremony included an exchange 
of rings by the bride and groom. 
The bride was attired in messaline 
satin trimmed with Irish lace, and 
carried a cluster of bridal roses. 
The maid of honor was Miss Marie 
Clamer, sister to the bride, who 
wore a white batiste robe and held 
a shower boquet of lillies of the 
valley. The bridesmaids were 
Misses Mary Shade, of Royersford, 
and Florence Hopper, of German­
town. Both appeared in white 
princess gowns and carried boquets 
of pink and bridesmaid roses. The 
flower girl, Miss Florence Schmidt, 
of Philadelphia, was gowned in 
white mull with lace trimmings and 
carried a basket of pink and white 
sweet peas. The best man was 
Gilliam H. Clamer, of Philadelphia, 
brother to the bride. The ushers 
were: Messrs. G. F. Clamer, of 
Collegeville; Jessie E. Pierman, of 
Pottstown; Claude Trexler, of 
Philadelphia; and Robert Butz, of 
Alburtis. Between eight and ten 
about 100 guests participated in the 
wedding reception. Refreshments 
were served by caterer John F. 
Smiley, of 1234 Pine street, Phila­
delphia, and very excellent violin, 
flute and piano music was furnished 
by Messrs. Rhoades, Heller, SpoDs- 
ler, and Kerschner, of the College 
orchestra. The display of gifts was 
extensive and comprised many 
beautiful and useful articles in sil­
ver, cut glass, etc. The groom’s  
gift to th,e bride was a pearl and 
diamond sun burst, and bis gifts to 
the ushers and best man were scarf 
pins with diamond settings. The 
bride presented to her maids 
enameled lace pins in the form of 
flowers with diamond centres. The 
newly wedded pair escaped a 
shower of confetti, and so forth, by 
quietly taking their departure via. 
the green house to the rear of the 
Clamer home. H. W. Beyer was in 
waiting with a coach and conveyed, 
them to Phcenixville, where they 
took the midnight train for Dela­
ware Water Gap. After visiting 
other points Mr. and Mrs. Miller 
will take up their residence at 122& 
Airdrie street, Tioga, Philadelphia.
Suicide.
Michael Kulp, of Telford, this 
county, was found hanging in his 
hay bouse, a few feet above the floor, 
shortly after 1 o ’clock Thursday 
afternoon. The cause of the suicide 
is believed to be financial losses. 
On account of losses in the grain 
market, he had been despondent for 
two weeks. Deceased was 63 years 
of age and a Republican ex-Protbon- 
otary of Montgomery county. He 
was also a member of the Corn Ex­
change, Philadelphia. A wife and 
several grown children survive.
P ilg r im age  to Ccllegcvllla.
A pilgrimage to this borough will 
be made on Tuesday, April 30, “by 
some of the girls who were students 
at the Pennsylvania Female College 
(now Glen wood) in the early seven­
ties. ” Pilgrims are expected from 
Philadelphia, Allentown, Reading, 
Boyertown, and other places. All 
former students at the Female Col­
lege, who read this announcement, 
or hear of it, are invited to join the 
pilgrims at Ursinus College, where 
Mr. Keiner will provide a lunch, 
and gb with them to “Glenwood,” 
the “Grove,” the “ Bridge,” the 
church and Hobson’s (now Fenton’s 
store, and notify Mr. Keiner of their 
coming. It will be a gala day for 
the female students of other days.
Fine M u s ic  at M eeting of Lad les’ 
Aid Society.
Last Tuesday evening the Ladies’ 
Aid Society of Trinity Reformed 
church held its regular meeting at 
the home of Mr. and Mrs. Frank 
Gristock. After the business meet­
ing the following program was ren­
dered: Piano solo, Miss Lachman; 
violin solos, Mr. Grolle; Recita­
tions, Miss Helen Neff; vocal solos, 
Miss Barrow; male quartette, 
Messrs. Gristock, Barrow, Fegley 
and Grolle. Mr. Grolle is a mem­
ber of the Philadelphia Orchestra 
and a violinist of rare musical talent. 
One of the violin solos*- he played 
Tuesday evening was performed in 
a contest in Europe, with sixteen 
competitors, and Mr. Grolle won the 
prize. His favors, Tuesday even­
ing, were greatly appreciated.
Dr. E. A. K russn  w ill Follow H is  
Profession In Norristown.
Dr. E. A. Krusen, of this bor­
ough, has leased of Mrs. H. M. 
Stille, widow of Dr. Horace Stille of 
409 Cherry street, Norristown, the 
offices of the late Dr. iStille and will 
take possession of the same on the 
first of May. The Dr. will continue 
to serve his old patients in this 
vicinity, but will dispense with his 
office practice 'here. His residence 
for the present will not be changed. 
The Dr. ’s many friends about here 
wish him much success in his new 
location.
California, not to see San Francisco. 
I have seen many large cities, and 
they are all much alike, with rich 
and poor, mansions and slums; not 
to see the Rocky Mountains and 
shoot bears. I am opposed to all 
such things; but I would lik e ! to 
visit California to see the giant red­
wood trees. * * * How much bet­
ter is it to start something growing 
than to destroy something; to be al­
ways killing something!” }Q  \ /
B u rn in g  Aches.
The market for oxalic acid has 
been booming recently. Quite a 
number of enterprising people, 
having read about the discovery of 
John Ellmore, an Altona cobbler, as 
tothe utility of coal ashes as fuel, set 
to work mixing ashes, acid, salt and 
coal and watched the combination 
burn and emit heat, with varying 
opinions as to the efficiency of the 
mixture. It is the opinion of some 
that the virtue of the new compound 
as fuel depends largely on the 
amount of coal in the ashes used, 
and that where caloric is to be ob­
tained there must be carbon. How­
ever, here are stated the ingredients 
of the combination. Make the mix­
ture, burn it and arrive at yourown 
conclusions, dear reader: Common 
salt, one pound; oxalic acid, two 
ounces; water, one gallon. Mix and 
moisten a mixture containing one 
part coal and three parts ashes.
The P igeon s Returned.
P. M. Waltman, of Ephratd, Pa., 
recently sold a lot of homing pigeons 
to a fancier in Atlanta, Ga. Several 
days after the Southern man re­
ceived his birds a pair of them es­
caped from the loft, and, thinking 
that they would return to Ephrata, 
he wrote immediately to Mr. Walt­
man. Two days later, before the 
letter reached him, Mr. Waltman 
was surprised* to see the birds 
hovering around their former loft. 
The distance to Atlanta is about 900 
miles, air line, so that the homers 
must have traveled about 450 miles 
a day.
Illustrated Lecture.
The Village Improvement Society 
of Jeffersonville, at its last meeting, 
adjourned to meet in the Sabbath 
school room of Jeffersonville church 
on Thursday evening, May 2, at 8 
o ’clock. After some routine busi­
ness Dr. B. F. Place, of Norristown', 
will give an illustrated lecture on 
his visit to the island of Jamaica, B. 
W. I. Dr. Place during his recent 
visit to the island took over one 
hundred photographic views, which 
are very pretty and gives the be­
holder an opportunity of seeing the 
beauties Of the island without mak­
ing a visit there. In addition the 
committee of arrangements has ar­
ranged for recitations, vocal and 
instrumental music, etc. Every­
body invited.
Perkiom en Valley Improvements.
1» P. Knipe, Esq.,' a prominent 
member of the Montgomery county 
bar, is making preparations to build 
an attractive bouse near Areola, on 
the land he recently purchased of 
D. H. Casselberry. That quarter 
of the Perkiomen Valley, claimed to 
be the most beautiful between the 
Junction and Hosensack, will have 
another improvement added to it.
The old building formerly used as 
a machine shop, near the railway 
station at Areola, has been trans­
formed by the new owner 
very inviting summer home.
A little further down the Valley 
repairs are being made by the 
scribe to the old Campbell property. 
V. P. Saylor and family, of Lower 
Providence, occupy the bouse. 
From the high ground on this place, 
which extends down a steep em­
bankment to the Perkiomen river, a 
commanding view is had of the sur­
rounding country for many miles.
M oney A w aits  M is s in g  W om an. 
Judge W. F. Solly, of the Mont­
gomery county Orphans’ Court, sat 
in an interesting case Friday morn­
ing in the audit of the estate of 
Emma M. Miller, whose where­
abouts have been unknown for a 
period of thirty-two years. She 
was last heard from at Bordentown, 
N. J. She was a minor at that time 
and certain money was left her by 
her parents. This money, which 
now amounts to $250, is now iu the 
hands of Samuel J. Garner, of Hat- 
boro, the executor of her parents’ 
estate. The matter was brought 
before Judge Solly in order to pro­
vide for its distribution. A brother, 
David Miller, of Philadelphia, was 
placed on the witness stand and 
told of his sister’s  disappearance 
thirty-two years ago, since which 
time nothing has been heard from 
her. A special effort will again be 
mjide to locate her at the direction 
of the court.
into
Sta ts  or Ohio , City  of Toledo, (
L ucas County , ( 68'
F rank  J. Cheney makes oath that be 1» 
the senior partner of the firm of F. J. Cheney 
& Co. doing business in the city of Toledo, 
County and State aforesaid, and that said 
firm will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED 
DOLLARS tor each and every case of Catarrh 
that cannot be cured by the use of Hall’s 
Catarrh  Cu re . FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in my 
pr* sence, this 6th day of December, A. D.. 
1886.
j A. W. GLEASON,
S E A L . >
’ Notary Pub ic.
Hall’s Catarrh Cure is taken internally 
and acts directly upon the blood and mu­
cous surfaces of the system. Send for test! 
monials, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75 cents.
Take Hall’s Family Pills for constipation
Death ol M rs. Ballentine.
Emily S., wife of Rev. F. S. Bal­
lentine, rector of St. James’ Episco­
pal church, Evansburg, died of 
pneumonia, after a week’s illness, 
on Sunday last, aged 48 years. She 
leaves her husband and five child­
ren to mourn the departure of an 
estimable wife and mother. . The 
children are: Frank S., of Oakvale, 
W. Va.; Isabel S., Imogene S., Al­
fred M.> and Charles M., at home. 
The funeral was held on Wednes­
day of this week at 12 o’clock, with 
all services at St. James’ church; 
interment in cemetery of church 
near by. The officials of the con­
gregation served as pall-bearers: 
D. M. Casselberry, John Cassel­
berry, Mr. Hunter, Theo. Hallman, 
Stroud Weber, Dr. M. Y. Weber, 
and W. P. Fenton. Undertaker J. 
L. Bechtel bad charge of arrange­
ments.
Doing Business Again.
“ When my friends thought I was about to 
take leave of this world, on account of indi­
gestion, nervousness and general debility,” 
writes A. A Cbisholm, Treadwell, N. Y., 
“and when it looked as if there was no hope 
left, I was persuaded to try Electric Bitters, 
and I rejoice to say that they are curing me 
I am now doing business again as of old, and 
am rti I gaining daily,” Best tonic medicine 
on earth. Guaranteed by J. W. Culbert, 
druggist. 50 centB.
Found Dead on Trolley Tracks.
A man supposed to be J. Bollen- 
back, of Philadelphia, was found 
dead between the tracks of the 
Schuylkill Valley Traction Company 
in Plymouth township late Satur­
day night. His skull was fractured 
and, after an investigation, the au­
thorities are of the opinion that the 
man was struck and killed by an 
automobile. It was discovered by a 
motorman, who was able to stop his 
car before it touched the body, 
Otherwise the body would have been 
badly mutilated. The The man 
was well dressed, but no money or 
valuables were found in his cloth 
ing. The only means of identifica­
tion was a Philadefpbta tax receipt 
dated January 18, 1907, Fourth Di 
vision,* Twenty-ninth ward. Cor­
oner King made an investigation on 
Sunday, but was unable to find any 
one who saw the dead man in the 
neighborhood before the body was 
discovered!
P E R S O N A L .
Mr. James Hale, of Sbippensburg, 
Mr. and Mrs. Moll of Norristown, 
and Mr. and Mrs. Johnson, of West 
Chester, were the guests of Mr. and 
Mrs. Calvin Noaker, Sunday.
Mrs. Frederick Prizer is seriously 
ill.
Alvin Underkoffler has relinquish­
ed his position as janitor at the col­
lege and is working in Norristown.
A. D. Fetterolf is serving his sec­
ond week as a juror in the United 
States District Court,
Miss Mary Shaw, of Jeffersonville, 
and Misses Hellen Miller and Mar­
garet Moser, of this borough, were 
guests at a week end party given 
by Miss Edith Hartzell, of Chalfont, 
Saturday.
Mrs. H. Bosworth, of Phila­
delphia, is the guest of Mrs. J. R. 
Challen, at Meadowcroft.
A rbor Day  Celebration a* Skippaek.
A snow storm prevailed while the 
Arbor Day celebration at Skippaek 
was in progress at Skippaek,, Fri­
day afternoon. However, all the 
school pupils, many of their parents, 
and others attended the exercises 
and helped to make the event a sue 
cess. B. W. Dambly, Esq., a 
former member of the Legislature, 
planted a pin oak, 12 feet high, in 
the school yard. At the meeting in 
the Valley House hall, brief ad­
dresses were made by former Gov­
ernor Pennypacker, Dr. Rothrock 
and I. C. Williams, Deputy Forestry 
Commissioner. In the course of his 
remarks the ex-Governor sa id : “ I 
want you boys and girls to know 
about the wonderful things of nature 
right about you,” he said. Then 
followed a description of a giant 
buttonwood tree, 10 feet in diame­
ter, which grows on an island in the 
Perkiomen atGratersford. He spoke 
'of a large juneberry tree on hTs farm 
at Sehwenksville, and of a famous 
shellbark tree that also grew on his 
farm. * * * “ I would like to visit
Plenty of M irth  at Bean-Fronfie ld  
W edd ing at Atlantic City.
The maYriage of Charles U. Bean, 
of Upper Providence, to Mrs. Charles 
Fronfield Jones, proprietress of 
Hotel Beaumont, Tennessee avenue, 
Atlantic City, on Wednesday even­
ing of last week, afforded occasion 
for much merriment. The ceremony 
was performed at the Beaumont by 
the Rev. W. O. Fegley; pastor of the 
Lutheran church at Trappe. The 
guests of the hotel, wjth a number 
of the friends and relatives, were 
present, making the number of wed­
ding guests more than 400. Mrs. 
Jones was given away by her son, 
Dr. Roscoe Jones. Mrs. Charles 
Horrock, of Manayunk, was matron 
of honor, and Alva Cunnard, of 
Manayunk, was the best man. 
Laura Fronfield Bickings, a niece of 
the bride, was flower girl. The 
carriage which conveyed the happy 
couple to the station was covered 
with old tin cans and shoes, a long 
line trailing in back. On the con­
veyance was a large placard stating 
that the occupants were a bride and 
groom. Before the railroad station 
was reached, friends surrounded 
the bridal carriage and unhitched 
the horses, got into the shafts, and 
drew it to the station themselves. 
As the bridal couple entered the 
train, several boys delivered circu­
lars calling the attention of other 
passengers to the fact that in parlor 
B, in seats 14 and 16, a bashful 
bridal pair were seated and re­
quested the passengers to look after 
them. Mr. and Mrs. Bean have the 
hearty good wishes of a host of 
friends.
LOCAL AND COUNTY NEW S, PUBLIC SALES, ETC
A WEEK’S NEWS CONDENSED
Thureday, April 18.
Sydney Smith, a New York real es­
tate broker, was robbed in Paris of 
$2000 In cash and $15,000 In Jewels.
General Booth, of the Salvation 
Army, was accorded an enthusiastic 
reception on his arrival at Tokio, Ja­
pan.
John P. Dunning, well knovn in 
newspaper circles throughou. the 
country, died in Philadelphia, aged 
44 years.
The supreme court of the United 
States dismissed the appeal of John 
Johnson, who is now awaiting electro­
cution in Sing Sing prison for killing 
bis wife in Yonkers, N. Y.
Friday, April 19.
The United States Steel Corporation 
has fl*ed the selling price of rails for 
1S08 at $28 per ton.
The handsome new 13-story building 
•f the Buffalo Chamber of Comiberce 
has been formally dedicated.
Because he lost his job Abraham 
Bowers, 37 years old, committed sui­
cide by shooting at Doylestown, Pa.
Catherine Jordan, of Pittston, Pa., 
was found dead in a room in New York, 
lodging house with the gas turned on.
Humphrey Jainlngan, a wealthy bus­
iness man of Morristown, Tenn., com­
mitted suicide by shooting while de­
spondent from illness.
Saturday, April 20.
Safe blowers wrecked the bank of 
Weston, at Weston, 111., and escaped 
with over $2000.
The Hotel Campbell a t Athens, Pa„ 
was destroyed by fire and Elam Ken­
dall. a cripple, was burned to death.
Mrs. Donald McLean, of New York, 
has been elected president of the 
Daughters of the American Revolu­
tion.
The Wisconsin legislature has 
passed a bill prohibiting the sale of 
tobacco in any form to minors under
16 years of age.
While at work in the Philadelphia 
subway, Frank Connors, 25 years old, 
a steamfltter, was struck by A train 
and instantly killed.
Monday, April 22.
The Sykesville, Md., postofflce was 
robbed by burglars, who secured $700 
ia cash and stamps.
William Sandlar, a student, was 
drowned in the swimming pool of Co­
lumbia University, New York.
Fifteen governors will send dele­
gates to the National Civic Federation 
Conference on Trusts and Combina­
tions.
The viewers in the condemnation 
proceedings of the Carlisle and Han­
over, Pa., pike, a distance of 10 miles 
to the Adams county line, awarded 
$6150 damages.
Just as he completed a two-year sen­
tence in the penitentiary at Baltimore, 
William Barrett was arrested for a 
$20,000 theft from the First National 
Bank at San Francisco.
Tuesday, April 23.
President Roosevelt will leave 
Washington for his sumer home at 
Oyster Bay on June 12.
Charles J. Mann, former judge of 
Blair county,’ P a , and former mayor 
of Altoona, died in that city, aged 84 
years.
Tom OsadaBia an Italian, was stab­
bed and killed in Cleveland, O., while 
attending a christening and his assas­
sin escaped.
A legislative investigating commit­
tee has estimated the value of rail­
road property in St. Paul, Minn., at 
$215,000,000.
William T. Davldge, an actor, who 
tried to kill Miss Rosalie Wilbert be­
cause she refused to marry him, was 
sentenced in New York to serve one 
year in jail.,
Wednesday, April 24.
William Burge, a negro, was hanged 
in Washington for the murder of his 
wife in 1905.
Dr. John Carver, who is said to have
17 wives, whom he defrauded out of 
$150,000, was arrested at Fort Smith, 
Ark.
WInthrop Bishop, former governor 
of Porto Rico, has taken the oath of 
office as assistant secretary of the 
treasury.
The big repair shops of the New 
York Central railroad, in New York, 
a  ere destroyed by fire, entailing a  loss 
of $100,000.
Four men were burned to death, 250 
horses killed and 12 firemen injured 
in a fire which destroyed a big livery 
stable in New York.
PRODUCE QUOTATIONS
The Latest Closing Prices In the 
Principal Markets. 
PHILADELPHIA — FLOUR firm; 
winter extras, $2.70®2.90; Pennsylva­
nia roller,, clear, $2.95@3.15; city mills, 
fancy, $4.50®4.60. RYE FLOUR firm;
fer barrel, $3.60. WHEAT steady; No.Pennsylvania red, 78V4@79c. CORN irm; No. 2 yellow, local, 63%c. OATS 
steady; No. 2 white, clipped, 49^&c.; 
lower grades, 48c. HAY firm; No. i  
timothy, large bales, $21.50. PORK 
steady; family, per barrel, $19.50. 
BEEF firm; beef hams, per barrel, $19. 
POULTRY: Live steady; hens, 16c.; 
old roosters, H e.. Dressed steady; 
choice fowls, 15c.; old roosters, .10 Vic. 
BUTTER steady; extra creamery, 33c. 
EGGS steady; selected, 18Vi@20V4c.; 
nearby, 17Vic.; southern, 15V&@16V&c. 
POTATOES steady; per bushel, 55 
©58c.
BALTIMORE—WHEAT easier; No. 
2 spot, 18V4@18%C.; steamer No. 2 
spot, 75V£@75%c.; southern, 75@80c. 
CORN easier; mixed spot, 54%@54%c.; 
steamer mixed, 51%@51V4c.; southern, 
(2V£@54V&c. OATS firm; white, No. 2, 
48Vi@49c.; No. 3, 48®48Vic.; No. 4, 
46@46Vic.; mixed. No. 2, 47@47Vic.; 
No. 3, 46®46Vic.; No. 4, 45@45Vic. 
BUTTER firm; creamery separator ex­
tras, 30@31e.; held, 24@25c.; prints, 
31®32c. EGGS firm; fancy Maryland, 
Pennsylvania, Virginia and West Vir­
ginia, 16Vic.; southern, 15Vi®16c.
Live Stock Markets. 
PITTSBURG (Union Stock Yards)— 
CATTLE steady; choice, $5.80®6; 
Prime, $5.60®5.75. SHEEP steady; 
Prime wethers, $5.85@6; culls and 
common, $2.60@4; lambs, $5®7.65; 
veal calves, $7@7.25. HOGS active and 
nigher; prime heavies, $7.05; mediums 
*nd heavy Yorkers, $7.10®7.12Vi; light 
and pigs, $7.10@7.20; roughs.
Items From Trappe.
A regular meeting of Town Coun­
cil was held Monday evening. The 
tax rate of last year was continued 
at 5 3-10 mills for borough and bond 
fund purposes.
James R. Weikel is having the 
exterior of his house repainted. 
Jacob Walt, Jr. is doing the work.
M. H. Keeler, painter, is just 
now plying his trade at home and 
his barn presents an improved ap­
pearance.
Rev. E. C. Hibschmann and 
family, of Philadelphia, were in 
town a part of last week.
Mrs, John D. Saylor has re­
covered from her recent illn ess..
Charles Essig, the landscape 
artist of Collegeville, has graded the 
yard at George Hare’s place.
The Sunbeam Mission Band of 
the U. E. church will hold its 
regular meeting in the basement of 
the church next Saturday afternoon 
at 2.45.
' Thè Woman’s Missionary Society 
of the Reformed church will hold 
a special meeting on Saturday 
afternoon, April, 27, at 2 p. m. The 
officers are requested to have their 
reports ready to hand in by that 
time. .
Dr. J. W. Royer has leased his 
former residence to Raymond D. 
Saylor, of Philadelphia, for the term 
of three years.
Councilman William McHarg has 
been on the sick list the past week.
Rev. J. Sheppard, of Consbo- 
hocken, will deliver the address at 
the meéting of the Temperance So­
ciety in the U. E. church on Thurs­
day evening, May 2, to which all 
are cordially invited. "Further par­
ticulars next week.
Jottings From Limerick.
Henry Kepler is suffering from 
the infirmities of old age.
D. M. Kline and family are about 
to remove to Allentown.
Jacob Spare, who recently pur­
chased the Jacob Moser farm is ad­
ding a number of improvements to 
the bouse, including a new cornice 
and a front porch.
The Burgess found agreeable 
recreation in a garden patch the 
other day.
Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Paul and 
F. Biair, of Roxboro, and Wm. Paul 
the blind musician of Philadelphia, 
were the guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. 
M. Sheffey, Sunday.
Thursday morning Judge Weapd 
granted license to the hotel at the 
Square, and Messrs Poor and 
Himes are putting things about the 
place in good shape. The bar-room 
.has been repapered. It is believed 
that under their management the 
hptel will be well ¡conducted, in 
keeping with the law.
Miss Martha Linderman is spend­
ing several day in Philadelphia.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Zeller, of 
Philadelphia, and W. I, Kline of the 
Kutztown N. S., spent Saturday and 
Sunday with T. D. Kline and family.
Miss Daisy Hartenstine, of Potts- 
town, visited her parents, Sunday.
Mrs. Wm. Kurtz, -of Philadelphia, 
was the recent guest of her sister 
Mrs. F. C. Poley.
Miss Violet- Poley is' visiting in 
Philadelphia, this week.
Mr. and Mrs. Samuel Miller, of 
Norristown, were the guests of 
Mrs. Miller’s  parents, Mr. and Mrs. 
W. S. Rogers, Sunday.
Jacob Stein, the faithful hired 
man of B. Frank Ram bo, went to 
RoyersfordSaturday evening. About 
3 o’clock Sunday morning his dead 
body was discovered lying along 
the P. & R. railroad between 
Royersford and Linfield. There is 
a division of opinion as to the 
cause of his death. Some think he 
was struck by a train, others that 
he had been foully dealt with. He 
came from Germany, where his 
parents reside, about six years ago. 
He was 22 years of age and un­
married.
“Pneumonia’s Deadly Work
bad so seriously affected my right lung,’, 
writes Mrs. Fannie Connor, of Rural Route 
1, Georgetown, Tenn.,. “ tbat I coughed con­
tinuously night and day and the neighbors’ 
prediction—consumption—seemed inevitable 
until my husband brought home a bottle of 
Dr. King’s New Discovery, which tn my case 
proved to be the only r b a l  cough cure and 
restorer of weak, sore lnngs When all other 
remedies utterly fail, you may still win the 
battle against lung and throat troubles with 
New Discov ry, the real cure. Guaranteed 
by J. W. Culhert, druggist. 50c. and $1.00. 
Trial bottle free.
Ironbridge Echoes.
The regular bi-weekly meeting of 
the Silver Liok Literary Society 
will be held this Thursday evening.
A number of people from the 
village journeyed to Kulpsville 
Saturday evening to an entertain­
ment held there.
Do not forget our drama in Eagle 
Hall this Saturday evening.
Mr. Harvey Moyer expects to 
have the extension to bis house 
finished this week.
The section men did some grad­
ing around the depot the past week.
Visitors: - M iss Dor worth,. Miss 
Eyre and ‘ the ’ Messrs. Bossert of 
Norristown; Miss Elsie Drum- 
heller, Mr. Stanley Hunsicker, Mr. 
Charles Undercoffier, Mr. and Mrs. 
Goodwin and son, of Philadelphia.
Miss Flora Spare visited in Ger­
mantown Saturday and.Sunday.
FROM OAKS.
William Hagginbotbom, of Mont 
Clare, is in the race for Treasurer 
of Montgomery county, and he is 
giving the voters of the county,to 
understand is in for the finish, and 
will get thèrè if its in the wood. 
Mr. Hagginbotbom is an all around 
business man, with no lack of busi­
ness abilities, and one of those kind 
of business men who make business 
a general pursuit.
I  Ex-Governor Pennypacker visited 
Valley Forge Park, Saturday. He 
apd Col. Bowen, Superintendent of 
the Park, made a general inspection 
of the place and the ex-Governor ex­
pressed himself as very much 
pleased with the gênerai appearance 
of the place. As the force of em­
ployes, is small and where there is 
so much to do, the work does not go 
on as rapidly in the general im­
provements of the place. Colonel 
Bowen is striving to do the best he 
can under the existing circum­
stances, and the park is assuming 
quite an attractive appearance, even 
though the winds blow cold out of 
the north aDd northwest, carpeting 
the grass with snow at intervals. 
Governor Pennypackeris very much 
interested in the historic spot, and 
to him is the credit for redeeming 
this place of Revolutionary fame 
from oblivion.
Harry Campbell, Sr., moved from 
"the Miller mansion to Boileau’s 
block. Milton Campbell moved to 
Reading.
We regret to record the receDt 
death of my greatly esteemed friend 
and schoolmate, Irvin J. Brower, 
President of the Farmers’ and Me­
chanics’ Bank of Pbcetrixville. He 
was an excellent type of an Ameri-' 
can nobleman. He needs no encon- 
iums, for his record is stamped 
where ever business or enterprise 
holds sway. His loss to the com­
munity, to the public, is an irre­
parable one. His father dying in 
his boyhood, he carved a name well 
worthy of the young men of the 
present age to follow. It was born 
in him to be good and true to his 
fellowmeo. We * had a long talk 
with him one day last summer in 
the park at. Valley Forge, and we 
talked of boyhood days, of school 
daysv the days past and gone. He 
looked the picture of health then. 
His wife was Miss Phillips, of Pbce- 
nixville, and she also attended 
school at Grovcmont, Phœnixville.
Does it not seem strange in a 
country girdled by telegraph and 
telephone wires that kidnappers 
who deliberately steal children can­
not be apprehended? The Marvin 
boy has not been found, though a 
boy of his description has been 
found in Gloversville, N. Y. Justice 
will be wronged if the parties who 
kidnapped the boy do not receive 
the severest penalty for such an 
offense.
Miss Zorah Shull aDd Mr. Arthur 
Strauff, of Norristown, were guests 
of Mr. aDd Mrs. John Shull, SuDday.
Clarence Miller, of Norristown, 
visited his grandparents, Mr. and 
Mrs. Christian Miller, Pinetown, 
Sunday.
Love Feast Saturday evening, be­
ginning at 5 o ’clock p. m.
Rev. Mr. McKee preached îd the 
Green Tree church. His sermob 
was a preparatory one on the cele­
bration of the Lord’s Supper and 
Love Feast. -
few along with him and experiment 
with them. Ice formed in the roads 
where water stood, left by the melt­
ing snow. The ground frozen and it 
is a seven days wonder bow any­
thing animate grows. Talk about a 
backward spring! Why this is the 
longest, dreariest winter we have 
had for a long time.
A man who works all day for a 
living has no time for free libraries.
The Rough Riders mustbave been 
legion, as Roosevelt has appointed 
another one to a*fat snap.
Another onion snow and the onion 
crop will not be quite so strong on 
the market.
Another April like this oue will 
knock the last Friday weather in 
the month into a cocked bat.
John C. Dettra has manufactured 
a flag for the Jamestown Exposition, 
thirty-eight feet in length and 
twelve feet wide. Eighty-four rings 
will keep this monster flag in 
position.
Several canal boats are tied up at 
Brower’s Locks, awaiting the open­
ing not of the Jamestown Exposi­
tion but the ragiDg canal.
Tax rum and tobacco, but do not 
tax coal until we begin to burn 
ashes.
The weather we have had in April 
and which is drawing rapidly to the 
ides of May, has been unprecedented 
in our recollections. There has not 
been a day from thebeginning until 
the present time but what winter 
weather prevailed, aDd the winds 
blew tempest-like, ladeoed with 
frost and ice, or wafted snow or bail 
across the hills, the meadows and 
plains, in place of April showers 
which are characteristics of the 
month.
Blood root is in blossom. Trail­
ing arbutus peeps out. ’neath the 
dry leaves which fell last fall, as re­
minders to possess your souls in 
patience; it will be summer time by 
and by.
“Newspaper Day” In England.
March 11 ought to be named “news­
paper day,” for on It, in the year 1702, 
fras published the first daily paper. I t  
was produced by E. Mallet, “against 
the ditch at Fleet bridge”—L e., on or 
near the site of the present Printing 
House square. Of a single page, two 
columns, the Dally Courant professed 
to give foreign news only, without edi­
torial comments, the chief of staff 
“supposing other people to have sense 
enough to make reflections for them­
selves.” This original sheet soon pass­
ed into the hands of Samuel Buckley, 
“at the sign of the Dolphin in Little 
Britain,” the worthy printer of the 
Spectator and one “well affected” to 
the house of Hanover. The Courant 
was In 1786 absorbed in the Daily Ga- 
astte.—London Chronicle.
The Arctic Has Attractions.
“I cannot Imagine,” said the woman 
with the short sleeves, “why in the 
world Eskimos live in their country 
after they have learned what is to be 
had and seen in civilized places. Jnst 
think! They have no theaters, no ho­
tels, no trains, no street cars, no shops, 
no schools, no churches, no clubs, no 
yachts, no scandals—they positively 
have nothing that we have.”
“Possibly that is the reason they 
stay where they are,” ventured the 
man with the dinner jacket—Judge.
A Contrast.
That was a vivid and popular bit of 
description in which the vaudeville per­
former on the stage,jeferred to the offi­
cial at the front entrance of the thea­
ter as the “eight-dollar-a-week man at 
the door who wears a thousand dol­
lars’ worth of gold buttons.”
N otice .The annual meeting of the members of the Perkiomen Valley Mutual Fire In­
surance Company of Montgomery County 
will be held at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, 
Collegeville, on Monday. May 6, 1907, a t 1 
o’clock p. m., for the purpose of electing 
thirteen managers to serve for the ensuing 
year. A. D. FETTEROLF,
4-11. Secretary.
STONE FOR SALE.Good building stone. Apply tb
JOHN SHAFFER, Yerkes, Pa.
F o r  s il k .Good hatching eggs of White Wyan­
dotte strain a t 3 cents each at
ROBERT B. MULFINGER’S 
White Wyandotte Poultry Yards, 
3-14 Evansburg, Pa.




Will be sold at public sale on WEDNES­
DAY, MAY 1, 1907, on the premises'of the 
late Mary A. Stoll, deceased, a t Brower 
avenue and Egypt road, near Oaks Sta­
tion,. the foliowiog household goods: Par­
lor suit, bedroom suit, beds, bureaus, 
wasbstands, cheffoniers, one oak and one 
walnut extension table, stands, hall rack, 
rocking and other chairs, sewing machine, 
couch, benches, large lot of carpets of all 
kinds, matting, oil cloth, bedding, mat­
tress, pictures, mirrors, cook stove, tubs, 
baskets, dishes of all kinds, glassware, 
cooking utensils, and everything in a well- 
furnished house will be sold. Sale a t 1 p 
m., sharp. Conditions, cash.
CHARLES S. BROWER, Executor. 
David Kratz, auct. Geo. R. Rahn, clerk.
P URLIO MALE OF
REAL ESTATE!
Will be sold a t public sale on THURS­
DAY, MAY 10, 1907, on, the premises in 
the borough of Collegeville, the following 
described real estate belonging to the late 
Frank M. Hobson, deceased: Lot fronting 
66 feet on Main street, with a depth of 300 
feet, and adjoining lands of W. P. Fenton 
and of Trinity church. The improvements
A  are a three-story brick dwelling containing 10 rooms and attic, supplied with steam heat from a 
new Mercer boiler. Cistern water 
in the kitchen, and an abundance of good 
well water; gas for lighting and cooking 
within convenient access. Substantial 
barn, with stabling for twohorses; wagon 
house, chicken house, garden, and an 
abundance of fruit of nearly every variety. 
This property is most eligibly located, 
near to Ursinus College, the Collegeville 
High School and to churches. Trolley 
cars pass the door every hour. The prop­
erty must be sold to  close the estate. Sale 
a t 2 o’clock p. m. Conditions by
J. C. LANDES, 
Agent for the heirs.
L. H. Ingram, auct.
C1HARTER NOTICE./ In the Court of Common Pleas of 
Montgomery county, Penna. Notice is 
hereby given tbat application will be 
made to said Court on Monday, May 20, 
A. D„ 1907, a t 10 o’clock, a. m., under the 
Act of Assembly of tbe Commonwealth of 
Pennsylvania, entitled “An Act to pro­
vide for the incorporation and regulation 
of certain corporations,” approved April 
29,1874, and the supplements thereto, for 
the charter of an intended corporation to 
be called the “Schwenksville Fire Com­
pany, of Schwenksville, Pa.,” the charter 
and object whereof is to support a Fire 
Engine, Hook and Ladder and Hose Com­
pany to control and extinguish fires in 
said borough and vicinity, and for these 
purposes to have, possess and enjoy all 
the rights, benefits and privileges of the 
said Act of Assembly and its supplements. 
Said application is now on file in the Pro- 
tfaonatary’s Office.
J. A. STRASSBURGER, Solicitor, 
4-18-3t. Norristown, Pa.
Fo r  sale .3 acre farm, $1500; 20 acres, $1900; 20 acres, $2100; 54 acres, $3500; 100 acres, 
$7500; 65 acres, $6500; 76 acres, $6500; 67 
acres, $4000; and many others. If you 




Fo r  rent .95 ACRES with good buildings, near Port Providence Station on the 
Schuylkill Division of the Pennsylvania 
R. R. This farm is known as “Garden 
Spot,” and we believe it well worth the 
inspection of any good man looking for a 
farm to rent.
BROWN, CLOUD & JOHNSON,
39 E. Main Street,
Norristown, Pa.
WANTED.A man to take charge of a farm in 
Limerick. Good wages. Apply to 
JOHN A. BROOKE, 
4-18-3t. Limericks Pa.
Men w anted . •Tbe Keasbey & Mattison Co. of Ambler want 50 to 75 able-bodied men. 
Pennsylvania Germans or other Ameri­
cans preferred. Good wages and steady 
work. 4-18, -
TTANTED.
(\  A white girl for plain cooking and 
ilp with general housework. Good home, 
nd treatment, good wages. Address 
GEORGE S. WERTSNER,
1 7 0  H p r i t i n n  R t  . U f ì rm A n tO W D .
P  iL lT lO A L .
jjiOR COUNTY TREASURER,
Horace P. Keely,
SCHWENKSVILLE, PA. Subject to Re­
publican rule^. Primary election, Satur­
day, June 1, 1907. 3-7.
P « R  COUNTY TREASURER,
Wm. M. Hagginbothom,
OF UPPER PROVIDENCE. Subject to 
Republican rules.
pO K  SHERIFF,
Charles E. Swartz,
OF JENKINTOWN. Subject to Republi­
can rules.
What little woods remained of old 
Green Hill was set on fire by a pass­
ing engine on the Reading R. R. and 
made quite a fire and lots of smoke.
' A. H. Brower is terracing and 
otherwise fixing up tbe yard around 
his residence.
If a peck of March dust is worth 
a king’s ransom, what would a ton 
or more of April snows be worth ? 
A Carnegie or a Rockefeller.
F or  sale .A family carriage, as good as new; also a one-sea ted phaeton. Apply to ’
A. H. GOTTSHALK,
4-18. Collegeville, Pa.
13QK RENT.. A part of a house, near Trappe; 
stabling for one borse, chicken yard, and 
garden. Apply to












^  P  I f
Will be sold at public sale on MONDAY, 
APRIL 29, 1907, a t Ellis Butt’s Black 
Rock Hotel, 25 Rockingham county, Va., 
fresh cows and springers. Large, good 
shaped cattle, and good milkers, selected 
for this sale. One Pollangus stock bull, 
50 shoats. Sale to commence at 1.30 
o’clock p. m. WM. GARTLAND.
I. E. Miller, clerk. E. D. Johnson, auct.
pUBLIC SALE OF
W agons and H arness !
40 NEW WAGONS, LOT SECOND­
HAND; 25 SETS OF LAPP’S HARNESS. 
Every one to be sold to highest bidders, 
on SATURDAY, MAY 4, at Poor’s 
hotel, Limerick, Pa., absolutely a better 
lot of goods than ever sold at this place. 
I have the best band-made fallingtop I 
ever sold at sales. They are in steel and 
rubber tires; also rubber-tire runabouts, 
steel tire do.; two-seat surries, light top 
delivery wagons, milk wagons. Also lot 
second-hand wagons. Lapp’s Harness of 
all kinds: Single and double, light and 
heavy. Gentlemen, attend this sate if you 
want bargains. I have a fine lot of goods, 
and I sell to the highest bidders. Old 
wagons taken in exchange. Sale a t 1.30 
p. m., sharp.
W. H. ROSENBERRY.
F ir e  tax  notice.Tbe members of the Perkiomen Val­ley Mutual Fire Insurance Company of 
Montgomery county are hereby notified 
that a tax was levied on March 1,1907, of 
$1.50 on each one thousand dollars for 
which they are insured, to pay losses sus­
tained. Payments will be made to the 
collector or to the Secretary a t bis office 
in Collegeville. 1
Extract from Charter: And if any mem­
ber of tbe Company shall refuse or neglect 
to pay bis or her assessment within 40 
days after the publication of the same, 20 
per cent, of the assessment will be added 
thereto, and if payment be delayed tor 50 
days longer, then his, her, or their policy 
shall have become suspended until pay­
ment shall have been made.
The 40 days’ time for payment of said 
tax will date from March 12,1907.
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary.
Estate  notice.Estate of Robert Blight, late of Lower Providence township, Montgomery 
county, deceased. Letters testamentary 
on the above estate having been granted 
the undersigned all persons indebted to 
said estate are requested to make immedi­
ate payment, and those having legal 




Lower Providence, Pa. 
Or his attorney, E. F. Slough, Norris­
town, Pa. 4-18-6t,
Estate  notice.Estate of William Merkel, late of the Borough of Collegeville, Montgomery 
county, deceased. Letters of administra­
tion on the above estate having been 
granted the undersigned, all persons in­
debted to said estate are requested to 
make immediate payment, and those hav­




Or her attorney, O. L. Evans, Norristown, 
Pa. 4-ll-6t.
E state  no tice .Estate of Joel H. Harley, late of Up­per Providence township, Montgomery 
county, deceased. Letters testamentary 
on the above estate having been granted 
the undersigned, all persons indebted to 
said estate are requested to make immedi­
ate . payment, and those having legal 
claims, to present the same without delay 
to MRS. IDA V. HARLEY,
Testatrix, Trappe, Pa. 
Or her attorneys, Evans, Dettra and 
Brownback, Norristown, Pa. 3-21
E state  notice.Estate of Joseph D. Rittenhouse, late of Upper Providenoe, Montgomery 
county, deceased. Letters of administra­
tion on the above estate having been 
granted the undersigned, all persons in­
debted to said estate are requested to 
make immediate payment, and those hav­







Fairview Village, Pa. 
Ad ministrators.
Or their attorney, Chas. D. McAvoy, 415 
Swede St., Norristown, Pa. 4-25.
J  G. 4k V. P. NAYLOR.
A G EN TS FO K  T H E  C E L E B R A T E D
Page Woven Wire Fence
-AND THE—
L IO N  F E N C E .
Both are among the very best fencing on 
the market and for cheapness and durability 
cannot be excelled. For particulars apply to
J. G. &V P. SAYLOR,
Near Eaglevilie, Pa. 
R. D. No. 1, Norristown. Bell ’phone, 45-M. 
3 28 3m.
- 4 = S  NEW 1907
BIKES
Are here. All best makes. $17.50 to $80.00.
The Raeycle, easiest running bike 
made,




149 W. Main St., Next to New Post Office, 
4-4-6t. NORRISTOWN, PA.
Step up and get your libraries, 
church organs, 'Carnegie balls, and 
your higher education. Not your 
Aiollycoddle, but your real genuine 
Polly Widdle Waddle. Sure.-;
Farmers are plowing the corn 
stubble for oats and sod for corn. 
We heard where a farmer planted a 
patch of ground with potatoes; the 
next day he saw a lot of potato bugs 
on the fence waiting for the luscious 
tubers to come up through the 
ground. These hardy animals—the 
potato bugs—can stand tbe most 
rigid winter weather, and should 
Peary or Wellman make, a dash for 
the North Pole, he should take a
For  rent .A part of a house—seven rooms—and stable, on Second avenue, Collegeville. 
Apply to .
A. H. TYSON, Collegeville, Pa.
GO TO
J. U . F R A N C IS  JR .,
OAKS, PA., FOR
Terra Cotta Drain Pipe.
Three, four, and five-inch pipe carried in 
stock. Any size supplied at short notice. 
4-25.
XpOR DISTRICT ATTORNEY, .
C. S. Sheive,
OF NORRISTOWN. Subject to Repub­
lican rules.
p O R  SHERIFF,
ChaunceyJ. Buckley,
OF HATFIELD, PA. Subject to Repub­
lican rules.
p O R  DISTRICT ATTORNEY,
Theodore Lane Bean,
OF NORRISTOWN. Subject to Repub­
lican rules.
Dead Animals Removed
F R E E  O F C H A R G E .
I pay about $1.00 per head more, in cash, 
for Srst-clase cattle or horses delivered to 
my place, than anybody else.
I pay for stock when I get two bead or 
more at tbe same time and place.
^F*Both ’phones—United, 629; Bell, 11-L.
Geo. W . Schw eiker,
PROYIDENCE SQUARE, PA.
Fo r  r en t .Frame dwelling house on Fifth ave., Collegeville. Immediate possession. Ap- 
ply to A. D. FETTEROLF.
4 SHORT- STORY ANDM ISCELLANY
B y -<s>
Special License
By A. M. DAVIES OGDEN. 
Copyright, 1907, by P. C. Eastment.
Autumn was dying In a blaze of 
crimson and gold. Everywhere color 
fairly rioted, from the vivid blue of the 
cloudless arching sky, against which 
the green of scattered firs stood sharp­
ly defined, down to the wind blown 
Jeaves through which the old white 
horse shuffled his slow way. Squire 
Godfrey, Justice of the peace for the 
county and now out riding circuit, let 
fall the reins while he gratefully in­
haled long breaths of the clear Octo-' 
her air. The nuts must surely be 
ripening.
From the woods on his left rang out 
the  merry voices' of children, and In­
voluntarily the squire smiled. In those 
very woods forty years ago he and 
Hetty had gone a-nuttlng—Hetty, with 
her dancing roguish brown eyes, her 
plain little calico frock and the deep 
sunbonnet always hanging by one 
string. How distinctly he could see 
the little figure!
Then the shaggy gray eyebrows met 
in a heavy frown over the keen blue 
eyes. What was Hetty to him but the 
girl who had flouted and mocked him, 
driving him away from home for these 
wretched ten years! Well, he had 
come back and made a success of his 
life, and the squire’s frown smoothed 
Itself as he ’reflected on the prosperity 
which was his. And Hetty had mar­
ried Johnson Wetherby, who had died 
not long after, leaving her with one 
boy to educate and care for. She had 
done It well, admitted the squire 
grudgingly. But that young John 
should have presumed to court his 
Susie! The squire’s frown became a 
scowl as he whipped up the old white 
horse. He would have none of that 
nonsense.
Luckily Susie was a good girl. She 
submitted quietly enough to the thun­
dering pronunciamento launched at 
her head by the Irate squire. She was 
not to see Wetherby, not to write to 
him, except the one letter conveying 
her father’s decision.
“And you cannot marry him with­
out my consent for three years yet,”
“idEMUBL,’’ SHE MURMURED.
chuckled the squire, “for I won’t sign 
the license. Of course if you choose 
to run off to some other county”—
But Susie shook her head. No, she 
Would not do that.
I t  was well that he had been so firm, 
pursued the squire. He had been 
proved In the right, for it was a year 
now since Susie had even mentioned 
...John’s name. She was cured, just as 
he predicted she would be; otherwise 
he would scarcely have felt safe leav­
ing her In charge of the office, accord­
ing to former custom. But he could 
trust Susie; she, was his own child. 
Perhaps the squire overlooked the fact 
tha t he himself had not yet forgotten.
As.he drew up at the little Inn which 
was to be his first halting place the 
man was surprised to see a familiar 
looking buggy already fastened in the 
trim wooden shed. The tavern was a 
quaint, homely building, white and 
square, with tall pillars and green 
shutters. At the rear ran a wide, 
sunny veranda. The squire, going 
through the dark, chilly hallway, push­
ed open the the swing door. Then he 
Btopped short Facing him rose a 
Slim, white faced little woman clad In 
dusty black bombazine. The worn 
hands, tightly clasped together, shook 
a bit, but the brown eyes met his own 
with the old dauntless look.
“Lemuel,” she murmured.
“Hetty,” responded the squire, be- 
wilderedly breaking the silence of 
thirty years.
A sudden appeal flashed up Into the 
thin face. Her fingers strained them­
selves desperately in their cotton 
gloves.
“Lemuel,” she began again, “I—I 
want to speak to you—I’ve wanted to 
for a long time, but you wouldn’t  let 
me. Then John told me that you would 
probably stop here today”—
“Ah, yes, John,” said the squire In 
an altered tone. “For the moment 1 
had forgotten John. It Is to him, then, 
that I am indebted for ¿his pleasure,” 
his stubborn mouth wrinkling into a 
sudden sarcasm.
Mrs. Wetherby regarded him with a 
level glance.
“Yes, it is John,” she said steadily. 
“For my own sake I should never have 
pleaded. That you chose to take as
serious a bit of girlish folly, a child­
ish pique which, one kind word from 
you would have melted, for all th a t-  
let it go. The past is past. But John, 
my boy—must his life, too, be spoiled? 
He loves your daughter. She loves 
him,” unheeding the squire’s ajngry 
flush. “Must they lose their youth and 
let life’s sweetest years be sacrificed 
merely to satisfy a dislike of me, Lem­
uel?” A passionate energy Inspired 
her eager words.
“Dislike,” repeated the squire thought­
fully. “Dislike. Was it really that?” 
Whatever his faults, the squire was 
truthful. “But, Hetty,” a sudden 
warmth breaking Into his own voice, 
“Hetty, you said—you said ‘spoiled 
too.’ Do you mean that you cared? 
Did you, Hetty?” with compelling eyes 
on hers.
“Yes,” said Mrs. Wetherby simply, 
“I cared. And you went away, you 
never wrote, and so—at last—I married 
Johnson Wetherby. He was a good 
husband.” A sudden Impulse of loy­
alty toward the dead surged within 
her.
“And I married Susan Martin," 
mused the squire aloud, but he was 
conscious of what he was saying. A 
great wonder held him fast. Was this 
the quiet, self repressed woman who 
all these years had sat across the aisle 
from him every Sunday morning in 
church, this slender, vibrant creature, 
trembling In the might of her demand 
for happiness of her son? Was this 
the woman whom be had believed with­
out feeling? In a sudden flash of In­
sight he caught himself, a man cherish­
ing the hidden resentment which year 
by year hardened character and face, 
while she— A tender reverence slow­
ly crept into the stem  old eyes.
“Come,” he said gently, “we’ll have 
some dinner, and then we can talk 
about John.”
When, a week later, the squire’s bug­
gy pulled up before the honeysuckle 
laden porch of home, the owner’s 
brows were drawn together Into a sem­
blance of Its former frown. The mouth 
held Its accustomed lines. Only in the 
deep set blue eyes a new light gleamed 
Irrepressibly. But Susie did not see. 
The girl came slowly to the door. Close 
behind followed a tall, slim young fel­
low with steady brown eyes. The 
squire stared.
“Father,” announced Susie, pale, but 
resolute, “I want to tell you a t once 
that I’m married to John. The blank 
licenses for any one needing them were 
on your desk already signed. I t  was 
only necessary to fill in the names. 
I—I hope you forgive me. But if you 
don’t,” as her father still stared with 
features unrelaxed, “I’m ready to go.
I couldn’t  leave the house alone, though. 
And, besides, I wanted to tell you my­
self. We were married this morning.” 
The squire’s own defiant will beamed 
from her blue eyes. She was his own 
child, ali right, the squire recognized, 
with an amused recollection of his for­
mer thought, and he could hardly sue 
himself for Issuing a license to a minor 
without her parent’s consent, his own 
name being signed to the document.
The squire threw down his reins. 
“Well,” he capitulated, “if it’s done, 
it’s done. And we were planning to 
give you such a fine wedding too!” 
Then as an amazed “we” broke from 
the startled girl Squire Godfrey leaned 
over and patted the curly head.
“I’m not going to scold,” he declared 
heartily. “Fact is, I’m married myself. 
My wife’s waiting now at the hotel for 
you to come; said I must tell you my­
self first. So run and get on your bat. 
John,” while a long, searching look 
passed between the two men as their 
hands met, “you’ve got to be doubly a 
son to me now. Your mother has tak­
en me at last.”
THE SPEAKER’S DIGNITY.
Ancient Ceremonies That Survive In 
the House of Commons.
“Hats off, strangers, for the speak­
er,” the constables standing in the lob­
by entrance of the English house of 
commons cry as they come to atten­
tion.
“Hats off! Way for the speaker!” Is 
the command given by the police In­
spector In the so callpd lobby, which Is 
really the antechamber of the house.
At once, as when the muezzin calls 
the faithful to prayer, there Is silence 
and respect, ahd heads are bared. The 
speaker is about to leave his palace ad­
joining the house to take his seat. "Mr. 
Speaker,” according to A. Maurice Low 
In Appleton’s Magazine, Is a very great 
dignitary. By lgw he Is “the first com­
moner” and is given official precedence 
over every other commoner In the king­
dom. During his term of office he re­
ceives a salary of $25,000 a year, the 
only member of parliament not a mem­
ber of the government who Is in receipt 
of a salary. He Is provided with an 
official residence which Is maintained 
at public expense. To keep him In the 
straight and narrow way spiritually he 
his has private chaplain. To enable 
him to walk In the devious ways of the 
law he has his private counsel. To 
minister to his comfort and conven­
ience and dignity he has a private sec­
retary, a train bearer and a messen­
ger. And when he retires he Is raised 
to the peerage with a pension of $20,- 
000 a year for life.
Mr. Speaker has now left his resi­
dence and In stately and picturesque 
procession Is entering the corridor that 
leads to the house. He is preceded by 
an usher. Then comes the sergeant at 
arms in a black coat open a t the breast 
to show the daintiest of white cambric 
ruffles, knee breeches, black buckles, 
with a rapier on his hip. The sergeant 
a t arms, who Is appointed by the king 
personally, although he Is an officer of 
the house of commons. Is paid a salary 
of $6,000 a year and has an official res­
idence. He carries die great glittering 
mace on his shoulder and Is followed 
by two doorkeepers, who wear knee 
breeches, silk stockings and coats and 
waistcoats of the conventional evening 
cut, their wide expanse of shirt front 
partly covered by a gold chain sus­
pended around the neck and meeting In 
a large gold badge. Then comes the 
speaker in huge wig and silk gown, 
which Is held up by his train bearer, 
followed by the gowned figure of the 
chaplain, with two doorkeepers to close 
the procession. The staff of doorkeep­
ers range themselves round the walls 
of the antechamber—a room with won­
derful oak carving and stained glass 
windows — and make respectful and 
deep obeisance as the speaker passes, 
while the members stand with bared 
heads and In silence until the proces­
sion has entered the house. Then the 
members crowd In, the doors are lock­
ed, and again the voice of the muezzin 
is heard crying to the faithful, “Speak­
er a t prayers.”
The Outdoor Boy.
Let the boy learn to hit the bright 
spot with a rifle, and if war comes he 
can hit the button on the coat of an 
enemy the first shot and does not have 
to be taught to shoot over again after 
he enlists. • If he is familiar with guns, 
boats, water and the wild woods, he 
will be handy anywhere, and you can1 
lose him. Any boy who has got a fa 
ther who won’t  do the right thing by 
him and give him a chance to love the 
woods and the water and the free, 
clean air that God serves free, when 
you get far enough away from man1 
city can come along with me some 
time, and I will show him how to have 
the time of his life.—Outer’s Book.
The undersigned will furnish and erect 
ID EA L B O IL E R «  and guarantee satis 
faction. Will also furnish and erect the 
F R E E D  B O IL E R S — excellent steam 
makers, safe, and satisfactory—manufact­
ured by the Steam Fitters* Heater Company 
of Collegeville. Windmills furnished and 
erected, Hand Pumps supplied and placed, 
and all kinds of Steam Fitting and Plumb­
ing done at reasonable prices.
4-4
J .  H . B O L T O N ,
COLLEGE V IL L E , PA.
Revenge Is Sweet.
In ordinary life he was a very impor­
tan t person, for he was a judge; but, 
alias, his liver got out of order just the 
same as If he had been an ordinary 
mortal, and a brother luminary had ad­
vised him to take a Turkish bath. I t 
was a luxury he had not previously in­
dulged in, and he noticed that the rub­
ber was terribly rough. However, he 
patiently endured being punched, slap­
ped and poked until he conld stand 
the torture1 no longer.
“Is—it—qui-t.e>—neces-sary—to—ma-ke 
—me—black —an d —blue—all—over?” 
panted his lordship,
“Never you: mind;: you’re all right,” 
responded the rubber, redoubling his 
energy and: grinning diabolically.
“Who (slap, groan) are (thud, groan) 
you?” gasped the- judge, a horrible sus­
picion dawning hi Ms mind. “Your 
(whack, groan) face does (whack, 
groan) look fto—(groan) look fa—(groan) 
miliar” (swish;, groan).
“Oh, you remember me, do you?" 
growled the1 rubber sarcastically. 
“Well, mebbe- you’d  like to have the 
chance to send' me up for six months 
again for prize fighting—whoosh.”— 
Pearson’s Weekly.
Where a Rainbow Touches the Earth.
In every country In the world rain­
bow folklore declares that some ob­
ject of value may be found where 
the ends of the beautiful arch 
touch the earth. In Suabia the ends 
are said to rest on bowls of gold; In 
Hungary, that cups of silver will be 
found at the spot where they come In 
contact with the earth. In Switzer- , 
land it is said that a shoe cast over the 
rainbow will come to the ground on 
the other side filled to  overflowing 
with gold. In Bosnia It Is said that If 
Iron or other base metal happen to be 
a t the spot where the bow touches the 
ground It will be Instantly transformed 
to pure gold. In many parts of Ger­
many, Poland, Russia, Belgium and 
Holland It is said to be a golden key 
that may be found a t “the end of the 
bow.” In Portugal and Spain they 
speak of .the “silver hen” having her 
nest where the bow rests, and' In Nor­
way it comes to the ground a t a spot 
where a golden bowl and a silver 
spoon are hidden. In many of the chief 
European countries It Is said that 
water touched' by the rainbow will 
cure fits and Insanity.
&I
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“When architects insist on decorating 
the facades of public buildings with 
symbolical groups,” remarked a New 
York philosopher; “they often add un­
consciously to> the- humor of everyday 
life. Just look a t those two cherubs 
over the central window on top of the 
hall of records, far example. How can 
any one with a memory ever forget the 
scandals of the construction of th a t 
building In looking a t these two fig­
ures? One of them is plainly going; 
over the aeeonnt books of the cost, 
while the other one is peering down­
ward, as tf  he were trying to get a 
glimpse of that imitation marble work 
that has been put up on the walls of 
the upper stories. And the best of It 
Is that such stories last. Who ever 
went to  Washington for the first time 
that he did not have to listen to that 
yam about the statue of Columbus or 
Washington or some one else that 
stands in front of the capitol, throwing 
the ball up to the Goddess of Liberty on 
the dome?”—New York Press.
The Oldest Toy.
The most primitive toy Is the- doll. 
I t  dates back to prehistoric times- and 
Is found In every part of the world. 
This one would naturally expect to 
find. A child, seeing Its mother nurs­
ing younger children, would Imitate 
the example with an improvised' doll. 
Toy weapons, again, are older than 
history. Many of the older toys at 
present in use- date from the earliest 
times of which- we have any record. 
In the tombs of the ancient Egyptians, 
along with painted dolls having mov­
able limbs, have been found marbles, 
leather covered balls, classic balls and 
marionettes moved by strings. Ancient 
Greek tombs furnish clay dolls, toy 
horses and wooden carts and ships. 
I a  the Louvre there are some Greco- 
Roman dolls of terra cotta with mov­
able joints fastened by wires. Greek 
babies had rattles (platage). Greek 
boys played with whipping toyB. So> 
did the boys in ancient Rome (VergR- 
Aen.; bk. T). Horace speaks of chil­
dren trundling hoops, playing odd and 
even with) nuts, etc.
The English, Wedding Ring.
A man who was buying a /wedding 
ring unconsciously imparted the Infor­
mation that the bride was an English 
woman.
“Then this ring will never suit her,” 
said the clerk. “I t Is a good ring, but 
It Is eighteen karat. Nothing less than 
a twenty-two karat wedding ring will 
satisfy an Englishwoman. The eight­
een karat ring Is the usual wedding 
ring in this country, but In England 
and France, and indeed In most Euro­
pean countries, the bride would refuse 
a t the very altar a man who offered to 
marry her with any other than a twen- 
tv-twn karat ring.”—New York Sun. •
In making your purchases at 
FENTON’S STORE. Years of 
experience enables the proprietor 
to know just what to buy, bow 
t» buy, and bow to sell the thou­
sand and more articles kept In 
stoek in a thoroughly equipped 
general store.
In »BY GOODS, GROCER­
IES, BRIER FRUITS, CANNED 
GOODS, or in any department of 
the big store on the corner you. 
wili- find wbat yon- want at the 
right price.
Ready •made Pantaloons and 
Overalls, Overshoes, and Freed's 
Boots and Shoes are among the 
specialties.











----- USE CULBERT’S ___ g
D I A R R H O E A  M I X T U R E
Will cure your Diarrhoea, Dysentery, Cholera Morbus, and all bowel troubles.
Best Tooth Powder, 10 Cents a Box. : Corn Cum, 10 Cents a Bottle.
FINE BOX PAPER ALWAYS ON HAND AT
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C O LLEG e V IL L E , PA .
BO Y E A R S *  
E X P E R IE N C E
Patents
TRADE M ARKS
D e s ig n s  
C o py r ig h t s  A c.
Anyone sending a sketch and description may 
quickly ascertain our opinion free whether an invention is probably patentable. Conamunica- 
t ions strictly confidential. Handbook on Patent» sent free. Oldest agency for securing patents.
Patents taken through Munn & Co. receive 
special notice, without charge, in the
Scientific American.
A handsomely illustrated weekly. Largest cir­culation of any scientific journal. Terms, $3 a 
year; four months, SolQ hr all newsdealers.
MUNN & Co.381«™*̂  New York
Branch Office, SK F St.. Washington. D.C.
S P R IN G  O P ENING
Herman Wetzel’s Clothing
Störe.
T he H ouse o f  G R E A T  V A L U E S . Straight­
forw ard M eth ods W in  Success.
W e study styles and fabrics; have suits made special by 
foremost manufacturers in this country. Our aim is to have the 
best you can buy at the price you want to p iy , a n d  w e  hftV6 
it. W e have the celebrated clothing of H art, Schaffner and 
Marx of Chicago, the Snellenburg Clothing, and from several 
other first-class houses. This is the store where you get the best 
value for the least money.
Yours respectfully,
H E R M A N  W ETZEL,
66 and 68 E. Main St. NORRISTOW N, PA.
HEADQUARTERS FOR
•3 FINE FURNITURE K*
The Largest and Best Selected Stock In tbe County.
SPECIAL SPRIN G  SALE of  SUMMER FU R N ITU R E
O N E  PR IC E  STO R E
E&” ALL GOODS MARKED IN PLAIN FIGURES.
Porch Rockers, Go-Carts, Refrigerators, Ice Chests, Lawn 8wings, and I 
carry a full line of all kinds of FURNITURE nsed in the hou ehold and office.
We do not claim to be MANUFACTURERS, but buy all our goods In large 
quantities, which enables us to sell MUCH CHEAPER than the SMALL 
MANUFACTURER.
Before making a purchase come and EXAMINE MY 8TOCK and GET 
PRICES. You will save money. And you will find everything in the furni­
ture line.
The Immense stock comprises style, workmanship and materials that are 
the product of the best manufacturers.
E X T R A V A G A N T  C L A IM S
in advertising may induce some persons to make one purchase, but the bulk 
of my business is with customers who have dealt with me year after year and 
their friends—a guarantee that they are satis Bed. An inspection of iny stock 
verifies all my statements.
SOLE AGENT FOB
Globe-Wernicke Elastic Book Cases
and Yawroan & Erbe Filing Cabinets.
Storage for household goods. Each party’s goods stored in separate rooms.
G U S E G O L F
*13 E .  M a i n  S t .  N o r r i s t o w n ,  P a .
TELEPHONES—Keystone 70. Bell 10A.
EO. A. WEN K IC K ,
■ DEALER IN •
G
S t o v e s ,  R a n g e s ,  
Hot Air Furnaces,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
Tin Roofing and Spouting Done 
wHk Best quality Material.
Roofs Repaired and Repainted. Stove 
Castings and Fire Bricks Supplied. Jobbing 
promptly attended to. C4,
Spring! Weddings!
There are three points where weddings 
touch the life of this store :
Engagem ent R ings, 
W edding R ings, 
W edding Gilts.
You will find us thoroughly prepared at 




16 E. Main «t. Norristown, Pa.
-  W h en  in  Norristow n -
----  IT W ILL-----
P A Y  Y O U
---- TO VISrT —
SABELOSKY'S SHOE STORES,
*6 AMD 138 W. MAIM ST.,
Where you can get GOOD SERVICEABLE 
SHOES for Men, Women and Children 
at the LOWEST POSSIBLE 
PRICE8.
We give $10.00 of Crown Trading Stamps 
on all purchases of $1.00 or more.
CHAS. A. SABtîLOSKY,
26 AND 138 W. MAIN STREET, 
NORRISTOWN, PA.10-11.
PEKKIOM EM  VALLEYMutual Pire I u n i i  rance Co- 
of Montgomery County.
Incorporated May 13, 1871.
Insures Against Fire and Stona
INSURANCE IN FORCE, $10,000,000
G ET y OC K«he li Ponte» Printed ■ ■ m u ss t ntn.Ni
I f  you have 
»ell, advertise it  in  the
anything >o
Indevendent
Office o f the Company t
COLLEGE1VILLE. PA. 
A. D. FETTEROLF, Secretary 
H. W. KRATZ, President,
Norristown, Pa.
Regular office day of the Secretary, Friday 
of each week ; also every evening*
SHORT STORY AND MISCELLANY, 5
A Very Important Matter
For FARMERS to 1£now is where to get the REST CHOPPING done 'and 
where to get a fall line of the REST FEED« such as Wheat Bran, Corn Bran, No. 
1 Sugar Feed, Linseed Meal, Oats, Cracked Corn, Oats Feed for plenty milk, etc., 
etc., at the Lowest Cash Prices. You will-find it at
Clamer’s C ollegeville Grist M ills,
Lately remodeled and put in fine shape for business. Come and inspect. We will be 
glad to see you, and supply your wants at short notice.
Respectfully,
F J. CLAMER.
EMIL KLAUS FELDER, Manager.
3 D I 3 D  T H E
F IR S T  O F A P R IL
Find you with idle money ? If so deposit 
the idle money in our 8AYINOS DEPART­
MENT and receive 3 per cent, interest until 
an investment is found. We require no 
notice to withdraw interest allowed on sav. 
ings accounts for every day the money is on 
deposit.
We also welcome checking accounts, both 
large and small, and allow 2 per cent, in­










l am fully equipped at my New 
Location, Ridge Pike, one-third 
mile South of Perkiomen Bridge, 
to serve my old patrons and in­
vite new ones to give me a trial. 
All work guaranteed. 
Carriages ansi Business 
Wagons Built to Order 
at Right Priees.
Now ready for 8pring Painting 
and Varnishing. Rubber Tiring 
done in the shop. Horseshoeing 















f  TEST EYES m
— AND —
FIT SPECTACLES
Also REPAIR Spectacles and 
Eye Qlasses of All Kinds,
And Replace Broken Lenses




C  l o t i c e s
$ 8  T O  $ 2 5 .
The clothes here boast 
the distinction of having  
been designed and tail­
ored by creators o f fash* 
ions in  clothes.
ïorristown Trust Co. Y O S T ’S  L IV E R Y MADE IN NEW TORE.
HOLD ON THERE!
Be careful not to place your orders for 
Building or other Lumber until we have had 
a chance to estimate on your wants. We 
are certain to give you entire satisfaction as 
ss to the Lumber Itself and its delivery. 
We may save you a dollar or two. also.





Good teams furnished promptly 
at reasonable priees.
Usually a lot of Heeond-hand 




T H E  OLD S T A N D
Established - • 1875.
T hey’re m ade in  N ew  
York, w here all styles 
are born, to order and fit 
and look as though the  
w earer had been meas­
ured for them .
Suits, : <B8to$25
Fancy V ests, : $1 to $5
Spring Hats !
Our am bition grows 
w ith  every year. Our 
hats are alw ays good. 
N ow  they are better than  
ever.
Stiff H ats, : $1 to $5
Soft H ats, : 50c. to $5
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
FRANK W. SHALKOP,
(Successor to John 8. Kepler,)
Undertaker *  Embalmer
-u TR A P P E , PA.
I will have the assistance of Daniel Shuler, 
undertaker of many years’ experience, 
•nd shall spare no effort to meet the fullest 
expectations of those who will entrust me to 
•erve them.
W W ill meet trains at all Stations. Or­
ders received by telephone or telegraph 5-2
Choice Bread
AND
Ca k e s
IN VARIETY.
Full assortment of Cakes and Confection­
ery always on hand. Ice Cream and Water 







G - r a n i t e  ' W o r k s .
- N E C K W E A R - -
S O  C E N T S .
The d istinctive styles 
that mark them  entirely  
new  and “ sm art” are 
here. T hey are also ex ­
clusive b e c a u s e  t h e  
m aker o f our neckw ear 
controls the design and 
th ey  cannot be had else­
where.
R . M . R O O T ,
221 High Street,
P O T T ST O W N , PA.
THE b e s t  h a r n e s s
H. S. BRANDT, h Proprietor1.
Walnut Street and Seventh 
Ave., Royersford, Pa.
FIRST-CLASS WORK. LOW PRICES.
MADE TO ORDER.
«¿SB st°ck of har ess supplies, saddles, 
wlnto*’ >̂oot8> blankets for summer and 
,e brooms, combs, brashes, Ac. 
ai RING OF H 'RNESS a specialty.
5° .c“°ice grade cigars Special atten- »on to box trade. s
w . E JOHNSON,
PROVIDENCE SQUARE, PA
J^e_promptly obtain U. 8. and Foreign
PATENTS
T Irèerénmì6!’ 8ketch or pi oto oí invention fari JH ow t?^“ For free book, i(fc ,.“ l% re ‘r D i n r _ l l i | j | / n  write!
¡opposite u. s. Patent Office!
.W ASHINGTON D. C .
When in Norristown, Pa..
STOP AT THE
R A M B O  H O U S E ,
(Opposite Court Bouse).
0O0
tS!?“* First-class Aeeommodations for Kan 
and Beast.
Stabling for 100 horses. Rates reasonable. 
Both English and German spoken.
P. K. Gable, Proprietor.







^  149 H igh St.
PO TTSTO W N , PEN N ’A.
Designs und Estimules Furn­
ished Free of Charge.
ECZEMA and PILE CURE
FREE Knowing what it was to suffer 
I will give FREE of CHARGE 
to any afflicted a positive cure for Eczema, 
Salt Rheum, Erysipelas, Piles and Skin 
Diseases. Instant relief. Don’t  suffer 
longer. Write F. W. WIT-LIAMS, 400 
Manhattan avenue, New York. Enclose 
Stamp.
V O R R I S T O W I I  HERALD 
1 )  ROOK BINDERY. Binding, 
Job Ruling, Perforating Paging, Number­
ing, Blank Books tor Banks and Business 
Houses, given special attention. Magazines 
bound and repairing done quickly and 
cheaply. Estimates cheerfully furnished. 
Address,
1 MORGAN R. WILLS, Proprietor.
l CATCHING I
• THE TROLLEY.!
• __  •
•  By TAYLOR. WHITE. •*  ----  *•  •
M Copyright. 1907, by Homer Sprague.
Col brook glanced a t his watch and 
started to run. The Chester trolley 
started from the public square on the 
half hours. He had Just time to make 
the 11:30. Could he do that there 
would be Just time to speak to Enid 
and get back in time to take the west­
ern express that would connect in Chi­
cago with the Overland. That would 
get him in San Francisco Just In time 
to catch the Empress of China.
He wanted to tell Enid that his 
chance had come at last and ask if 
she would wait. An unexpected turn 
of affairs bad put him In a position to 
speak of marriage, a thing he had not 
dared to even think of for a t least a 
year yet.
He slipped down the foggy street 
with the easy stride of a cross country 
runner and smiled as he heard behind 
the soft patter of other hurried foot­
steps. The man behind would never 
reach the car first if that was what he 
was running for.
Then suddenly the steps ceased, and 
a moment later a mob came tearing 
around the corner, raising the hue and 
cry. Colbrook kept on. He felt no in­
terest in a thief with Enid in Chester 
and the cur about to start. Then sud­
denly a blue coated form started up 
before him, and he almost ran into the 
policeman’s arms. An instant later he 
had been scientifically collared and the 
mob had come panting up.
The last to arrive was a fat police­
man, still violently puffing from his 
exertions. He took a fresh grip on 
Colbrook’s collar and, with a flourish 
of his - club, entreated him to come 
quietly. For the first time Colbrook 
realized that be was under arrest.
“Look here,” he said, “you are mak­
ing a mistake. I’m not the man you’re 
after.”
“I know it,” agreed the offleer pleas­
antly. “I was after a man in green 
pants and a red coat, but I guess you’ll
“ i 'm  so bo bby !" s h e  g a sped .
do.” He took a fresh grip on his club 
as though anticipating trouble and 
looked at bis brother officer.
“But see here,” insisted Colbrook. “I 
was running to catch the Chester trol­
ley. I had to make the li:30, and I 
was sprinting. I beard some bne run­
ning behind me, and suddenly he must 
have dodged into a doorway. That 
was probably your man.”
“Quite likely,” was the cheerful re­
sponse, “but all the same you can tell 
that to the sergeant.”
“But I have to get to Chester and 
baek in time to catch the western ex­
press,” he pleaded. “I am leaving on 
that for China.”
“Through train?” laughed the officer 
appreciatively. He evidently regarded 
Colbrook as a humorist.
“I am Jennings Colbrook,” he said 
patiently. “I am with the Fontellen 
company. Yon can call them on the 
phone. Perhaps I’ll have time to go 
out on the train If you will drop this 
nonsense.”
“You drop yours,” Was thè Sharp 
command. “I ktldw you fellows. Look 
out that he doesn’t tbr'dw nothin’ away, 
Rafferty.” Rafferty nodded his under­
standing, and the trio headed a proces­
sion for the police station.
The desk sergeant was a newly pro­
moted roundsman impressed with a 
sense of his dignity. Something in 
Colbrook’s manner offended him, and 
he refused to listen to his plea that 
the Fontellen company be notified.
“What’s the use of botherin’?" he de­
manded. “Sure I recognize you as Bos­
ton Mike. What have they to do with 
the likes of you? Tell that to the 
Judge when you’re arraigned.”
At a motion of his head Colbrook 
was led back to the cells, and, this 
being his first arrest, he did not know 
that he conld bribe the officers to get 
word to his employers.
His threats to have the whole matter 
shown up only added to the dogged­
ness of the sergeant, and In answer to 
%ls third threat he was told that the 
sergeant would be back In the cells 
with a night stick presently If things 
did not quiet down.
After that he could only sit In silent 
despair and wonder what the outcome 
could be. If he did not catch the next 
steamer, the agents of the English 
company would be on the ground first. 
Tt was through his old time friendship
for Garson that lie had gained the 
early tip that led to his being pro­
moted to be foreign salesman a t more 
than double his old salary.
Now this mistake would cost him 
not Only his promotion, but probably 
even his position, and he could only 
sit helpless in his narrow cell and rail 
a t fate.
Then the grated half of the cell 
door was darkened by a form, and he 
sprang to his feet.
“I'm the bull in this precinct,” an 
nounced the newcomer. “Don’t  throw 
that bluff,” he added as Colbrook’s 
eyes went up in Inquiry. “You know 
what a bull is.”
“I was always under the Impression 
that they possessed four feet and 
horns,” he said.
“That’s a good bluff, but It don’t  go,” 
said the visitor. “I guess you know 
what plain clothes men are by any 
title.”
“The precinct detective? I see,” said 
Colbrook.
“The fairy what had her leather 
■wiped wants to know what you did 
with it.”
“I’m sure I don’t  know what became 
of the lad*s purse,” he said pleasant­
ly. This slang was more understand­
able.
“Stow that,” admonished the detec­
tive. “I think she’ll let you off, and 
It's a ten spot to me If you tell.”
“But I tell you there is a mistake,” 
he insisted. “Your men picked up the 
wrong man.”
With a snort of disgust, the ward 
man turned away. Here was a chance 
to make $10 gone through the thief’s 
stubbornness. He was back in a min­
ute, though, and Colbrook caught the 
echo of a lighter step on the stone 
flagging.
“The dame wants to give you the 
third degree herself,” he said. “Don’t 
you give her none of your lip or I’ll 
come In there.”
“I am at the lady’s service,’’ said Col­
brook hopefully. He understood from 
the previous conversation that she 
could free him by refusing to make a 
complaint I t  should not be very diffi­
cult to convince her that he was not 
the thief.
He started as she spoke, but some 
Impulse restrained the exclamation 
that sprang to his lips.
“What was in the purse that was so 
valuable?” he demanded, making his 
voice harsh and unnatural.
“I cannot explain,” she said, with 
embarrassment — “some keepsake of 
which I am very fond. The purse was 
a keepsake. I am most anxious about 
that.”
Colbrook’s heart gave a leap. It was 
the purse he had given her that she 
sought, and it was Enid Sangston who 
was pleading with him to restore her 
property.
“I’ll get you another purse Just as 
good,” he said, “if you will get me out 
of this, Enid.”
With a scream she started back 
from the bars as Colbrook moved into 
the light. “You?” she gashed.
“I was running to catch a car,” he 
explained. “I t was misty, and the thief 
slipped into a doorway, and the mob 
thought that since I was running it 
must be I who was the culprit. Then 
the offleer collared me and brought me 
here.”
“I’m so sorry!” she gasped.
“I’m not,” he disagreed. “I see the 
hand of fate. You see, I was running 
to catch a car to Chester to see yob. 
Yon were In town, and I should have 
missed yob.”
“But why such haste?” she asked.
“I am leaving this afternoon for 
China,” be explained. “My chance has 
come a t last, and I wanted to ask you 
to wait for me, dear. Will yon?”
“I think,” she said, “that we must 
bow to fate. I ran Into town unex­
pectedly, and— Suppose yon had 
caught the car and gone out there. I 
should not have had a chance to say 
goodby.”
“Now we can say it over the lunch 
table, and there’s still time for a trip 
to the Jewelry store, too, if yon will 
explain to the officer that I was not 
the thief.”
That formality was quickly accom­
plished, and presently they were pass­
ing the. desk. Colbrook leaned over 
and shook the sergeant’s hand.
“Goodby, sergeant,” he said heartily. 
“I am very much obliged.”
“I wonder what he meant,” mused 
that official as he regarded the bill that 
had been left in his palm. “Sure, l  
thought he’d make tronhl^ with fi”  
chief."
As to Liberty.
Liberty WES first introduced into this 
country with a shipload of tea. Since 
then it has been seen occasionally in 
odd places.
Liberty has no permanent place of 
residence, but boards ou t At present 
it is staying with friends Just outside 
of Washington.
Liberty is a great traveler. I t has 
visited in time New York, Boston, 
Philadelphia and all the other large 
centers. Having been introduced to 
the municipal government met the 
leading politicians and visited the prin­
cipal places of amusement, it has then 
left town.
Liberty is the one thing that every­
body believes in, but no one has ever 
seen. Traces of it are occasionally 
found in public documents, but rudely 
and unfhtelligently speaking it is ca­
viare to  the general.
I t  is popularly supposed that some 
day Liberty will be in full charge of 
everything. When this day will be 
no one' but Liberty knows.
In the meantime give us liberty or 
give ns life *n a republic.—Puck.
Careful.
“Mr: Pumpus Is very careful of his 
dignity.”' commented the observing 
girl.
“Yes.” 'answered Miss Cayenne. “He 
naturali^ has so Httle that he has to 
be careful of it.”—Washington Star.
. THE JERUSALEM CHAMBER.
A Celebrated Recess In the Wall oi 
Westminster Abbey.
In the southwest wall of Westmin­
ster abbey a narrow recess shows an 
old oak door. Behind it is a passage 
leading into a small room with finely 
carved paneling called the Jericho par­
lor, which leads into the celebrated 
Jerusalem chamber. This chamber is 
of profound modern interest in that it 
was the scene of the 1611 and 1884 re­
visions of the Bible, In the latter in­
stance the United States taking a most 
prominent part.
The Jerusalem chamber is also of 
great historic interest, being one of the 
few remains of the old palace of West­
minster, • which for centuries was dis­
tinct and separate from the abbey. 
Many rooms in the old palace had sim­
ilar fanciful names, such as heaven, 
paradise and the Antioch chambers.
The Jerusalem chamber was built by 
Abbot- Litllngton in 1386 and was so 
named from the colored glass brought 
from Jerusalem which decorates1 It. 
The room is rectangular in shape, 
wainscoted with cedar and ' other 
woods, all of which were brought from 
the Holy Land. The (Jelling and the 
upper part of the walls are frescoed, 
and here and there hang costly tapes­
tries, which Henry VIII. placed in the 
choir of the abbey, but which have 
since been removed to this room. The 
splendid cedar mantelpiece was put 
up in commemoration of the marriage 
of Charles I., then Prince of Wales, 
with the Princess Henrietta Marla of 
France. The carved and wooden heads 
on either side of the mantelshelf repre­
sent the royal pair.
One of the frescoes depicts King 
Henry IV., who breathed his last with­
in these walls in 1413. This event oc­
curred twenty-five years after the 
room was built and was doubtless the 
first really Important Incident in its 
history, for celebrated, Indeed sacred, 
as the chamber has since become, at 
Its construction it was only intended 
as thé withdrawing room for the 
guests of Abbot Litllngton.
King Henry, with the uneasy con­
science of a usurper and a supersti­
tious belief in a prophecy that foretold 
his death at Jerusalem, decided upon 
a crusade to the Holy Land. The cni- 
sade, which the king deemed ample 
atonement for his sins, was, however, 
too long deferred. Preparatory to I sav­
ing on his Journey to Jerusalem, while 
praying before the shrine of St. Ed­
ward the Confessor in the abbey, he 
was stricken with a mortal sickness, 
and, In the words of the old chronicle, 
“they for his comfort bore him into the 
abbot’s place and laid him down be­
fore the fire In this chamber.”
On coming to himself and learning 
that he was in the chamber named 
Hierusalem then said the king, “Laud 
be to thee. Father of heaven, for now 
I know that I shall die in this cham­
ber, according to the prophecy made, of 
me before said, that I should die In 
Hierusalem.” And so "he made himself 
ready and died shortly after.
The body of Addison lay in state In 
this room, whence it was borne at the 
dead of night to its last resting place 
In the chapel of Henry VII., the pro­
cession passing round, die shrine of Ed­
ward the Confessor and the choir sing­
ing a funeral hymn. From the Jeru­
salem chamber also the body of Sir 
Isaac Newton was carried to the 
grave, the pall being borne by the lord 
chancellor and by dukes and earls.
Scott’s Worst Hour.
I t is not the foolish and ignorant who 
are prey to the most unreasoning fears. 
Scott, who had grand moral courage 
and seems ordinarily not to have lack­
ed physical courage, has left It on rec­
ord that the moment of greatest terror 
in his life was that he • spent while 
walking back through tile fields after 
passing a day with Joanna Baillie at 
Hampsted. He met a rough looking 
man, a disreputable figure cf the real 
Jail bird. Scott hurried pa ;t him in 
alarm and was further ui'concerted, 
when he saw, by turning hij head, that 
the man had crept through a rap 
to the ¿.thei; side of the hedge. Scott 
climbed through another gap, so 
he was able to see the fellow 
at the bottom of the hedge. J) w»» ~ 
stone or a cudgel that the a
seeking, so, that, b* - - amau was
the ** - might do murder,
'  -nought. ' And in that ino- 
- ue experienced an agony of fear 
such as never before or afterward pos­
sessed him. The purpose of the man 
was quite Innocent; he was merely 
picking up a bundle. Scott vaulted a 
Stile with such thankfulness to escape 
that be was unconscious at 'the.time 
that in grasping the wood he droye 
home a splinter three-quarters of an 
inch long between the flash and the 
nail of one of his fingers.—St. James’ 
Gazette.
The Kaleidoscope.
Have you any idea what a wonderful 
thing a kaleidoscope really is? Did'you 
ever catch yourself wondering bo v 
many different kinds of patterns could 
be formed by the little bits of colored 
glass which the Instrument contains 
and which adjust themselves with such 
remarkable facility when the Instru­
ment is turned in the hand? A calcu­
lation has been made by a noted math­
ematician which we are sure will as­
tonish readers. He shows that a ka­
leidoscope containing twelve bits of 
glass may be turned rapidly enough 
to make ten changes a minute day and 
night for ninety-one years and forty- 
nine days without exhausting the dif­
ferent combinations or the possibilities 
of getting a new figure on the next 
turn. If the number of pieces of glass 
be increased to twenty, a calculation 
Bhows that 462,880,899,576 years would 
be necessary to go through all of the 
changes of which it would be capable, 
the holder of the instrument turning 
all the while so as to get ten changes 
a minute and working day and night 
those millions of years.
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A PO LITIC A L SU RV EY .
The conflict of ambitious is as extensive 
a s  the human race. The realm of county poli­
tic s  is not beyond the  lines of extension, nor 
a  blank within those lim itations.
A survey of the Republican political s itu ­
ation in th is  county reveals some ra th e r 
peculiar though not astonishing conditions. 
Human nature  is p re tty  much the  same 
everyw here.
A recital of some not very rem ote h istory  
is essential as a prelude to  sta tem en ts with 
relation to existing entanglem ents.
In  the ra ther memorable Q uay-H astings 
con test in 1895 the  Republican party  in th is 
county was almost evenly divided into two 
belligerent factions. The victors found 
them selves during  and a f te r  the  battle under 
the  leadership o f Jam es B. Holland, E sq ., and 
his adm irable ta c t and diplomacy and keen 
finesse were subsequently  and frequently  
taxed in m aintaining the  vantage ground 
gained, while the represen ta tives of both 
factions and the ir friends w ere active in 
utilizing the outcroppings of S tate  factional 
political exigencies in th e ir  efforts to secure 
honors and emoluments a t home. I t  was a 
perfectly natural—if not a ltogether s p i r i tu a l -  
conglomeration of effort—from  hub to  per­
iphery, periphery to  hub, with some swapping 
of spokes en route. M r. Holland was in­
vincible as a leader, because of his astu teness 
in following correct lines of discrim ination, 
because of his inflexible personal in teg rity  
and of his persistence in demanding efficient 
and honest deportm ent from every public 
official in place by the grace of the majority 
of the voters of the county. The abdication 
of his post, necessary on account of his ap­
pointm ent to a judicial office—which he has 
since filled with a very notable degree of 
efficiency—required a change in the leader­
sh ip  of the Republican organization of the 
county, and his m antle fell upon his first 
lieutenant, C harles Johnson. N otw ithstand­
ing the  fac t th a t M r. Johnson has to the best 
of his ability  adhered to the methods success­
fully  employed by his predecessor, and not­
w ithstanding the fact tha t he has not used 
the  power of his position for personal pecuni­
a ry  gain, beyond the bolding of a R esiden t 
C lerkship a t  H arrisburg , and notw ithstand­
ing the fact th a t he has never played the  roll 
of an ingrate, a num ber of am bitious R epubli­
can Reform and Reform -Republican politicians 
have frequently schemed and connived to un­
horse him, and the con test now on is more 
than  a lingering echo of the  battle of 1895, 
because the line-up, w ithsom eexceptionsas to 
personnel, is very  much the  same now as 
then. J u s t  how far S tate  politics is involved 
is an open question. The known and indis­
pu tab le  quan tity  d irectly  involved in the 
scrim m age com prises the  county offices and 
th e  settled  purpose to  determ ine the fu tu re  
leadersh ip  of the  party . A combination of 
notables a re  now pelting (in ord inary  and 
ex trao rd inary  ways) candidates for R epubli­
can nominations — Keely for T reasu rer, 
Sbeive for D istrict-A ttorney, and Buckley for 
Sheriff, and Charles Johnson, as leader. They 
propose Jo land.nominations for Hagginbothom 
for T reasu rer, Bean' for D istrict-A ttorney, 
and Swartz for Sheriff, and depose Johnson 
and pu t him on the  shelf high and dry. The 
aggregation th a t has undertaken th is  task  is 
composed of—let us see : Senator R oberts, 
who is especially in terested  so far as th é  
candidates are  concerned in M r. Bean, a sp ir­
a n t to the  office of D istrict-A ttorney. The 
Senator and M r. Bean a re  the chief and m ost 
energetic  field officers for the  two or three- 
year-old combine, and they exchange notes 
with the suave generalissim o, in q u a rte rs  on 
Swede s tre e t, who is also particu larly  con­
cerned as to  the  political destin ies of M r. 
Bean. These th ree  gentlem en, and th e ir in ­
tim ates of m utual in te re sts  constitu te  a  polit­
ical hierarchy of peculiar oddities, capable a t 
tim es of ra th e r clever manipulations. A tleast 
two of them pow-wowed with a variety  of ag­
gregations during  the  campaign last fall, and 
had to do with the n o n -e n d o r s e m e n t  of M r.
S tuart, now Governor, a t the Republican con­
vention in N orristow n. They also took a 
conspicuous p art in booming the th ird  term  
candidates for the L egislature. I t  happens 
th a t their candidate for D istrict-A ttorney has 
been doing p re tty  well for himself, with th e ir 
ass is tan ce ; and the support of the regular 
organization as well. He was elected B urgess 
of N orristow n, and is now filling the position 
of A ssistan t D istrict-A ttorney. He was ap­
pointed to the la tte r position a t  the suggestion 
of Charles Johnson who gave a compromising 
ear to M r. Bean’s friends, and i s  now reaping 
his reward. T here  appears to be some-g ro ­
tesque inconsistencies involved in the a ttem p t 
to defeatConrad Sheive in his candidacy for a 
second term  by those who have figured in the 
advocacy in the recen tp as to f three-and-a-half 
te rm s for o ther officeholders. W hat crim e 
hath Conrad committed ; of what offence is he guilty ? 
Other District-Attorneys have been accorded suc­
cessive nominations. Why shogld a special example 
be made of Mr. Sbeive ? Comment as to the other can­
didates, and other considerations are deferred. Enough 
has been stated, at this time, to indicate the situation 
just about as it exists for the contemplation of Repub­
lican voters who will attend the primaries early ih 
June. The underlying purpose of the trio named is 
two-fold—first, the nomination of Mr. Bean for District 
Attorney; second, the ostracism of Charles Johnson, 
as leader. Are the Republicans agreed to the purpose? 
It has been and will be the aim of the I n d e p e n d e n t  to 
state facts as they exist. Republiaan voters will accept 
or reject the facts and act accordingly, just as they 
please. It is their glorious privilege. If justice de­
mands that plain statements be made during the prog­
ress of the contest, the I n d e p e n d e n t  will make them.
Ip  editor M eredith takes i t  into his head, 
some tim e or o ther, to build an observatory  
on Perkasie  mountain, and builds it, we’ll ask 
F rid ay  to pay him a special visit.
T he  editor very much reg re ts  to learn of 
the  critical illness of W ilmer H. Johnson* a 
fo rm er journalist of th is  county, and now 
holding a position in the Highway D epartm ent 
a t  H arrisbu rg . I t  is s till hoped th a t he will 
recover.
And now some of the grfeat scholars—a t 
least so esteem ed by some good people—are  
endeavoring to  prove by the  peculiar con­
struction  of the Greek language th a t “C hrist 
walked upon the  sea.”  One P ro fesso r Lam- 
berton has transla ted  G reek in contradiction 
of the popular belief, thus inviting  opposing 
views from o ther G reek scholars. The w aste 
of brain energy is evidently not confined to  the 
fanciful efforts of persons not conversant 
with the  dead languages.
W h e n  the L egislature reconvened Mon­
day n ight ft was to  receive word from Gov­
erno r S tu a rt th a t he had signed the Hom sber 
tro lley  fre igh t bill. The new law goes into 
effect a t once. Henceforth trolley companies 
in Pennsylvania may c a rry  ligh t fre igh t and 
do an express business subject to  the regula­
tions of local authorities'. The reasonableness 
of such regulations a re  made subject to the 
supervision of the  courts  of the  counties in 
which the lines a re  located.
E d it o r  A. K . K n e u l e , of the  N orristow n 
R egister, is receiving h earty  felicitations 
from bis host of friends, the  ed ito r of the  I n­
d e p e n d e n t  included, upon his completion of 
50 years  of honorable and successful toil in 
the  journalistic harness in M ontgom ery 
county. He has been a  faithful rep resen ta ­
tive  of the  profession which he has well 
adorned for half a  century , and as the shadows 
of h is eventide lengthen during  coming 
y ears—say twenty-five—may he find increas­
ing solace in the  reflection th a t his many 
y ears  of influential usefulness contributed 
much in the  line of practical benefit and good­
ness to  his fellow men.
T h e  I n d e p e n d e n t  is requested  by re ­
sponsible au thority  to  publish the  following 
as a  tim ely warning : “ I t  is becoming a  mat­
te r  of public notoriety  and public scandal as 
well, th a t certain  candidates for office— 
special proteges of the distinguished sponsor 
of thé  A ct of the Assera bly in  question—are  
daily violating in le tte r  and in s p ir it  the Cor­
ru p t P ractice  law. T here  a re  hundreds and 
thousands of public sp irited  men in th is  
county and i t  only takes five to  petition the 
C ourt to aud it the  expense account of each 
candidate and p u t him under examination, so 
th a t if he m isstates his account o r om its any 
item of expenditu res the  facts can be dragged 
from him under oath. ‘A word to the  wise is 
sufficient.” ’
NEW TURN IN MARVIN CASE
W arrant Issued For the Arrest of 
F’rank Butler.
Dover^ Del., April 24.—A new turn 
has been taken in the Marvin kid­
napping case, based upbn the move of 
Detective Lore, of New Jersey, and 
his theory in the case.
Asting upon Detective pore’s infor­
mation, and at his. suggestion, Justice 
Wood issued a warrant for the arrest 
of Frank H. Butler, of this town. But­
ler is now employed on the steamer 
John P. Wilson, running between Leb­
anon and Philadelphia. Detective Lore 
and State Detective Hawkins took the 
warrant to Philadelphia to await the 
arrival there of the steamer.
Butler is one of the men who were 
working at the Marvin farm, helping 
in the tranefsr of the household goods, 
the day that little Horace Marvin dis­
appeared. Detective Lore’s theory is 
that the little boy, while climbing 
about the wagon, fell off and was 
killed, hnd that the men, fearing the 
consequences would be that the; 
would be blamed for the boy’s death, 
hastily concealed the body and later 
made way with it in such a manner as 
to prevent its discovery.
THREE MEN DROWNED
Schooner Capsized in the Delaware 
River.
Chester, Pa., April 23.—Three per­
sons were drowned in the Delaware 
river a few miles below this city by 
the capsizing of a schooner. The 
drowned were: Archibald McBride, 
Oeorge Edgar and Edward Murphy, all 
of Philadelphia
Six other persons who were on the 
schooner when it capsized were res­
cued.
The men left Philadelphia for Ma­
hon’s Ditch, in the Delaware Bay, for 
a load of oysters. When off Lincoln 
Park the craft was struck by a .stiff 
breeze which threw the vessel almost 
on its side. Before the captain could 
right the schooner another gust of 
wind struck it and the boat capsized. 
The three men who lost their - lives 
were in the .cabin at the time of the 
accident and were unable to escape on 
account of the inrushing water. The 
other members of the crew were on 
deck and were picked up by a passing 
vessel and brought to this city. The 
bodies of the three victims were re  
covered.
KILLED HERSELF FOR LOVE
French Girl Sought Her Lover’s Room 
to Die.
New York,' April 22.—Because she 
was afraid she was losing the love that 
meant more than life to her, Isabelle 
Bouttelot, a pretty French girl, killed 
herself, having sought her lover’s 
room as the place to die. Louis Belle 
ville, a member of the orchestra at 
Hammerstein’s Manhattan Opera 
House, was the lover, and when he re 
turned to his room in Mme. Gaillard’s 
boarding house on 28th street, he dis­
covered the body of his sweetheart and 
a letter which she had written; telling 
him that life was no longer worth the 
living.
The girl passed through the restau­
rant on the ground floor of the board­
ing house, and climbing on top of a 
fence in the back yard reached a Are 
escape which led to her lover’s room. 
Once in the room she tore part of her 
clothing into shreds and stopped all 
the crevices in the windows and doors 
and turned on two gas jets. Then she 
sat down in a rocking chair to  await 
death.
TAFT PARTY HOME
Returns to Washington After Trip to 
Panama and Cuba.
Washington, April 23.—Secretary ol 
War Taft and party arrived at .the 
Washington navy yard on board ths 
Mayflower,- after an absence of exactly 
a month on a trip that included Pan­
ama, Cuba and Porto Rico. The secre­
tary and Mrs. Taft were immediately 
driven to their residence. Former Gov­
ernor of Porto Rico Beekman Win- 
throp and Mrs. Winthrop were guests 
of the secretary on the return trip. 
The others in the party included Rep­
resentatives Burton, of Ohio, and Do 
Armond, of Missouri; Senator Kit- 
tredge, of South Dakota, and Miss 
Margarie Ide,
NOTED INVENTOR INSANE
James Hammond, of Typewriter Fame, 
Committed to Asylum.
New York, April 24.—James Bartlett 
Hammond, inventor of the typewriter 
bearing his name and president of the 
Hammond Typewriter company, was 
committed to the psychopathic ward 
a t Bellevue for observation, on com­
plaint of his brother, Thomas F. Ham 
mond. The hearing preliminary to the 
issuance of the commitment papers 
was held in the street in front of the 
W est Side court building in the pres­
ence of a wondering crowd of on­
lookers.
Took Overdose of Chloral.
Oswegò, N. Y., April ¿3.—Dir. Charles 
D. Mattison was found dead in bed at 
his home a t Minettoi Oswego county. 
Death had resulted from an overdose 
of chloral, taken to induce sleep. Doc­
tor Mattison was a graduate of Johns 
HoHpkins University. He was 35 
years of age.
Roosevelt Resolution Voted Down.
Harrisburg, Pa., April 23. — Mr. 
Bluestone, of Allegheny, offered a res­
olution in the house, asking President 
Roosevelt to be a candidate for a sec­
ond elective term as president The 
resolution was voted down, viva voce, 
without debate.
8peaker Crisp’s Widow Dead.
Americus, Ga., April 24. — Mrs. 
Charles F. Crisp, widow of the late 
Speaker Crisp, of the national house 
of representatives, died at her home 
here, aged 59 years.
= N  E L W  =
All the newest, nobbiest effects to be found in the market 
After a thorough search through -the best factories for the'latest 
novelties, we are in position to show you the most elegant line 
of LA D IES’, MISSES’ and the C H ILD R EN ’S GARMENTS 
to be found in this section. The new lines received include
Suits, Coats, Skirts, W aists,
Silk Petticoats, Children’s Coats.
fre n e lli tiger's
N O R R I S T O W N .  p>q.
The O riginal BORNEM AN
Dental X Dablors
----NOW OPEN AT-----
UPS' 4 1 5  DEKALB ST.
NOBEISTOWN, PA.
FIRST-CLASS PLATE WORK A SPECIALTY. THE BE8T SERVICE GUARAN- 
TEED. I WILL BE GLAD TO MEET AND WELL SERVE 
OLD AND NEW PATRONS.
10-18-ly. S. S. BOKNEMAN, » . D. S.
S P R I N G  C L O T H E S
Im pressively Stylish. E xceptionally W ell Made
W e are ready to show you some rich, nobby clothes—late effects 
in a pleasing variety of fabrics.
For Men, Young Men and Boys.
The Assortment is at its Best.
SAMUEL D. CRAWFORD,
Main and Cherry Streets, Norristown, Pa.
SPRING STYLES HATS
Largest Stock In Montgomery County to 
Select From.
Soft Hats, 50c. to $3.00.
Stiff Hate, $ 1 0 0  to $3.00.
Our Bats are sold by all stores in this section. ASK FOR THEM.
Tracey, : the  Hatter,
lo-ii. 38 E. Main Street« Horristown, Pa.
------T H E ------
Best Investment,
S A F E  A N D  S U R E .
A Savings Account pays you 3 per cent, 
on every dollar and for every day, while the 
original Investment Is yours for the asking.
Do you know of a safer, surer, more legiti­
mate Investment ?
Capital temporarily idle is gladly received, 
subject to withdrawal without notice
What an un-buslnesslike transaction, to 
keep money unsecured and where no Interest 
can be acquired.
Come and open an account to-day with 
ns for any amount you choose, small or 
large.
Penn Trust Co.
The Company that pay. 3 PER 
CENT. Interest For every day 













Daily and Sunday Papers.
jntlILL LINE OF
Gents’ Furnishing Goods,
W IN T E R  U N D E R W E A R
For Men and Women, and Boys and Girls, at
M rs. Frances Barrett’s,
Ma in  St ., Nkab Sta tio n ,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA.
5 PER CENT. FIRST MORT­GAGE
INVESTMENT BONDS
—OF—
WissaMckon Electric Company for Sale-
For fall particulars write
G O T W A L S  & BEYER.
55 E. Main St. NORRISTOWN,
M KS. JW. E. YANDERSLICE’S
E A T IN G  H O U SE,
Main St., between Barber Shop and Post Office 
Gollegeville, Pa.
Meal8 to order: eatables furnished a t all 
times. Oysters, all styles; families supplied. 
Ice Cream, etc. Prices reasonable; terms oash. 
Patronage solicited.
STATE AND GENERAL NEW S, 7
H E A D Q U A R T E R S  F O R





WE HAVE THE LARGEST ASSORTMENT OF THE BEST GRADES OF 
WEARABLE AND DEPENDABLE FURNISHING GOODS FOR 
MEN AND flOYS TO BE FOUND IN NORRISTOWN.
Philadelphia Merchant Dies of Self 
Inflicted Wounds.
(J’iarryman Tells Penna. Capitol Prob­
ers Why He Didn’t Get Contract.
Usderwear, Hosiery, Neckwear, Neglige Shirts, Collars, Knit Jackets, or anything 
yon are looking for, and all at the right prices. Any one of oar thousand UMBRELLAS 
will keep yon dry In a rainstorm. COME AND INSPECT OUR STOCK.
WM. GILBERT,
138 WEST MAIN STREET,




S T E E L VEN WIRE FENCE
Made of Large, Strong Wires, Heavily Galvanized.
Amnlv nrovldes for exDansion and contrae-
91
44^1
I  INCH*— f — l|M
1 •IN.
J- m. Only B„*st Bessemer steel wires 41WCH 1 1 •IN.used. Always ot uniform quality.TV! ./-»*• / v a a p  tufAnrr nn m  n ffö r Kau; 34  INCH j $ rmH J V C !  gULJ W  1 Uilg 1 ivy iiiaivvi iiu
arput. a strain 28IKH j 1 4  IN.
is put upor it. minai U 5fcl*.
Does not muti- _ s r A 51»
late, but does _ r * .1
efficiently turn -  
cattle; horses, -
* ' F ill 4M».■ft ■ r ' ' r IK JfklN.B—' ' p r ' * mm\ 1 f" * 1 * _ 2VM».¿lugo aim
EVERY ROD OF AM ERICAN F E N C E  G U A RA N TEED
B Y  T H E  M A N U F A C T U R E R S .
C all a n d  See it. Can show you how it will save you money
1Í0WREY, LATSHAW HARDWARE COMPANY,
S P B I N G  C I T Y ,
(Styles Footwear
For Men and 
Women.
MEN’S Fine Pat. Colt and Gun 
Metal Welt Sole, 13.50, S3 00.
Men’s Vlct Kid Welt Sole, $2.50, 
$3.00, Lace or Blucher.
WOMEN’S Fine Patent Celt 
and Vicl Kid, Blucher and Button,, 
at$2.00, $3.50, $3 00.
OXFORD8 for Men and Women 
In Dull or Bright Leather, at $3 00, 
$2 50, $3.00. Big stock on hand
H .L.N Y C E
6 E. M ain S t., N o rris to w n .
r j lH E
C0LLEGEVILLE
NATIONAL BANK
P A Y S
TWO PER CENT, on daily balances 
exceeding $200 ; subject to check.
THREE PER CENT, on all Savings 
Fund Accounts of $1.00 and upwards.
Courteous and careful treatment accorded 
all patrons. Tour favors solicited.
OFFICERS :
A. D. FETTE ROLF, P r e s id e n t .
M. B. L IN  DE RM AN, V ice-P r e s id e n t . 
W. D. RENNINGER, CASHIER. 
DIRECTORS;
A. D. Fetterolf,
H. T. Hun8'cker, 
Horace Place,
F. J . Clamer,





A . O. Landis,
Dr. C. Q,. Hillegas«, 
John U. Francis, J r . 
E. S. Moser,
John D. Frantz,
I .  T. Haldeman.
T R A P P E
Is crowded with a large assort­
ment of





Dress Goods, Fancy Plaids, Flan­
nelettes, Canton and Wool Flannels, 
Outing Flannels, Ladies’ Flannel­
ettes and Percale Wrappers, Red 
Blankets and Comfortables. A com­
plete line of Underwear for Men, 
Women and Children.
Men’s Pantaloons and Overalls, 
Shoes in variety, Rubber Boots and 
8boe8, Felt Boots.
Oil Cloth and Linoleum in variety 
of patterns.
Chase’s Lap Robes, Horse Blank­
ets and Stable Blankets.
Guns—Single and double-barrel, 
hammerless; Ammunition, Gunning 
{'Oats and Leggings.
Parlor Oil Heaters—3 Styles.
Hardware, Oils, Paints, Poultry 
Powder, Crushed Oyster Shells.
MR F A R M E R :
No use trying to make farm­
ing pay without first improving 
the soil.
■ No use trying to improve the 
soil with any but A n im a l  
Bone Fertilizer. Poor soil 
will make the farmer poor; 
rich soil will make the farmer 
rich.
N O W  is the time to start 
aright for better days, big crops 
and more money, by using
T rinley H igh - Grade 
Anim al Bone Fertilizers.
Old established and reliable; on
HIS FAMILY WAS AT DEATJBED
New York, April 23.—The body of 
Benedict Gimbel, the Philadelphia 
merchant, who cut his throat and 
wrists soon after he had been arrested 
on serious charges, and who died in 
St. Mary’s hospital, Hoboken, was tak­
en to Philadelphia. The coroner was 
called to the hospital, but as the case 
was plain a certificate of death giving 
suicide as the cause was given and the 
body turned over to the family.
He died in the arms of his devoted 
wife, who had been at his bedside ever 
since the day he was found in the Tit­
tle room in the Palace Hotel with his 
windpipe partially severed by a jagged 
piece of broken water pitcher, and the 
blood flowing from a cut artery in the 
wrist.
Charles and Isaac Gimbel, brothers, 
were also in attendance at the last, 
and there was an effecting scene when 
Benedict Gimbel at last succumbed to 
the exhaustion caused by the great 
loss of blood.
When the dying man finally fell back 
on his pillow and breathed his last, 
Mrs. Gimbel swooned and was carried 
from the death chamber by her broth- 
ers-in-law. So prostrated was she by 
the sudden collapse of her husband 
after a day of varying hopes and fears 
that her relatives took her to Phila­
delphia, where she was placed in 
charge of physicians.
That the mental strain under which 
Mr. Gimbel labored because of his ar­
rest was one of the important con­
tributing causes of his failure to re­
cover from his wound Is the opinion 
of Dr. Jurist, the family physician, who 
came from Philadelphia attend him. 
It was only by the- constant use of 
stimulants that the patient was kept 
alive Sunday, the doctor said. Mr. 
Gimbel's evident desire to die even 
after the arrival of the members'of his 
family, who vainly did their best to en­
courage him to live and fight-for his 
liberty also greatly operated to the 
disadvantage of the doctors who were 
striving to save his life. Mrs. Gimbel 
had rooms at the hospital, where she 
could be called at a moment’s notice, 
and was almost constantly at his bed­
side endeavoring to overcome his de­
sire to be relieved of his troubles by 
death.
Members of the family had strong 
hopes that, if Mr. Gimbel recovered, 
the charges against him could be over­
come by the plea of insanity, and they 
had engaged Mr. Shields, of Philadel­
phia, to assist Daniel O’Reilly, of this 
city, as counsel to fight the case. They 
had planned to send Mr. Gimbel to an 
asylnm if they were successful in 
court.
[Benedict Gimbel was a member 
of the firm of Gimbel Brothers, of 
Philadelphia, which is a corporation 
managed by seven brothers, deceased 
being the youngest of the number and 
owning a small minority block of the 
stock. They operate one of the larg­
est department stores in the United 
States. 1
8CHOONERWRECKED
Crew of the Charles Parker Took to 
Boats and Were Saved.
Atlantic City, N. J., April 24.—The 
fishing schooner Charles W. Parker, 
having on board Captain Walter| Law- 
son and a" crew of 11 men, went ashore 
on the Inlet Bar and is a total wreck. 
Heavy seas sent the vessel over on 
her beam ends and she started to 
break up before the life savers could 
reach her. Captain Lawson and his 
men took to their dories and fought 
their way through the high running 
surf to the shore. All were saved, and 
the only life lost was that of* the mas­
cot, a black dog, which was washed 
overboard and drowned while the men 
in the dories were trying to rescue it. 
The vessel was just starting on a 
cruise.
ACCUSED OF POISONING
Chicago Woman Charged With Mur­
dering Her Parents.
Chicago, April 24.—A warrant charg­
ing Mrs. Sladek with the murder of 
her father and mother, Mr. and Mrs. 
Frank Mette, was taken out. Mrs. 
Mette died several weeks ago and 
Frank Mette died on April 6. A chem- 
j leal analysis has shown tha t Mrs. 
; Mette was poisoned by arsenic, and 
| It is believed that her husband’s death 
! was caused in the same manner. There 
is no direct evidence against Mrs. Sla­
dek, hut she has been under suspicion 
since the death of her mother.
I Three brothers of Mrs. Sladek are 
now critically ill, and it is believed 
by the police that she endeavored to 
poison them.
HE REFUSED TO BOOST PRICES
Harrisburg, Pa., April 24.—The fea­
ture of;, the hearing before the capltol 
investigating commission was the tes­
timony of sub-contractors under 
George F. Payne & Company, general 
contractors for the new capltol, that 
Payne had rendered a number of bills 
on their office stationery for extra 
work on the building which they did 
not recognize as having been made 
out by members of their firms. Former 
Judge Abraham Beitler, of Philadel­
phia, counsel for Payne, relieved a 
number of false impressions that some 
of the bills had been padded by Payne 
by haring the witnesses explain that 
part of their work was done on a su­
perintendent’s basis, for which they 
were paid commissions, and that the 
materials in Question had been sup- 
pUed, but not itemized as they appear­
ed on the Payne bills. There was a 
difference of more than $3000 in 
Payne’s favor, in one of these bills 
presented on the stationery of the sub­
contractor, who furnished the work, 
which was not explained.
The testimony of Jacob M. Shenk, 
of Lebanon, showed that the figures 
which he quoted on serpentine marble 
for the senate and house chambers 
were too low to please Joseph M. Hus­
ton, architect of the capltol, and Phil­
ip H. Johnston, a Philadelphia archi­
tect, and a brother-in-law of Israel W. 
Durham, a former state insurance com­
missioner. Mr. Shenk said: that he ne­
gotiated with Joseph P. Reed for the 
serpentine marble specified for the 
walnscottng in the senate and house 
chambers. He told Reed that he 
would furnish the smaller pieces for 
$15 a cubic foot and $8 for pieces 8 
by 4 feet in length. Reed told Shenk 
that he would have to make the price 
$15.
“Why did he say that’?’ asked Jas. 
Scarlet, attorney for the commission.
“He said that ‘the gang had to be 
fixed.’ I told him that I didn’t  do busi­
ness in that way.”
“Whom did he mention as being the 
gang?" ,
“He mentioned Philip H. Johnston, 
a Philadelphia architect, among oth­
ers.”
Mr. Shenk said Reed is now dead.
He said that Johnston and Joseph 
M. Huston, architect for the capitol, 
visited the Berdolite marble district, 
but did not open a quarry. Later spec­
ifications for the serpentine marble 
were changed and a cheaper quality 
was supplied.
A. Wilt, of Philadelphia, testified 
that he made birch doors for the capi­
tol, which were substituted for ma­
hogany doors provided for in the 
specifications. He said that a hill for 
$734 purported to have been made out 
by him to Payne for work in the attic 
had not been rendered by him at ail, 
although it was rendered on his bill 
head.
Senator Dewalt, a member of the 
commission, sprung a surprise by re­
calling the sub-contractor under Payne 
for the plaster work of the capitol and 
asking him if he had ever done any 
private plastering work for members 
of the board of public grounds and 
buildings by which the capitol was 
furnished. The senator mentioned 
several names, but the witness declar­
ed he had done no private work for 
them. Then the name of T. Larry 
Eyre; of West Chester, superintendent 
of the capitol building commission and 
also a former superintendent of pub­
lic grounds and buildings, was sug­
gested by Mr. Dewalt in the same re­
gard.
“I did do some plaster work for Mr. 
Eyre at his home in West Chester,” 
the witness testified.
“Who paid you for it?” was asked.
“Payne & Co.,’’ was the reply.1
At the end of the session Charles G. 
Wetter, Payne’s chief partner, ex­
plained that 24 hours after the plas­
tering had been done for Mr. Eyre the 
latter had made personal settlement 
for it, as a bill in the Payne office 
would prove.
A 60-Mile Balloon Trip.
Matawan, N. J., April 23.—A balloon 
which left Philadelphia landed here, 
having covered the 60 miles in an hour 
and a half. In the balloon were A. R. 
Hawley, a New York broker, and Ar­
thur T. Atherholt, of Philadelphia. The 
balloon reached an altitude of 12,000 
feet. The sight of open water and a 
fear that the strong wind might carry 
the balloon out to sea caused the de­
termination to land. The balloon land­
ed in a creek and both occupants were 
rather severely shaken up when the 
basket struck, but were not seriously 
injured.
COMPLETE LINE OF
Groceries and Provisions. 
E. G. Brownback, Trappe.
Insure Your H o r s e s ^
dpnM8* I?88 **y death from disease or acci- 
MnVr1Ihre L O W E R  P R O V I D E N C E  
Pull « L LIVE STOCK INSURANCE CO 
occnr8niotlnl' of appraisement paid when loss
n w ____I. Z. REINER, President.
Wm ‘ S^-SSELBERRY, Secretary.




W. E. BEAN, Trooper.
the market for more than thirty 
years.
More actual plant food for 
the money than in any other. 
Give it a trial and be convinced.
I f  your dealer does not handle 
it, write us giving his name and 
we will see that you are sup­
plied. W rite to-day.
JA C O B  T R IN L E Y ,
L IN F IE L D , PA.
Kansas Fruit Crop Destroyed.
Kansas City, April 22.—That 95 per 
cent, of the peach and apple crop was 
destroyed by recent cold weather is 
the opinion of the members of the Mis­
souri Valley Horticultural Society, 
which met here. The fruit growers who 
attended the meeting submitted 
btanches from fruit trees. Cherries, 
plums and pears are almost a total 
loas. There will be an 80 per cent, crop 
of berries. Only 15 per cent, of the 
grapes were destroyed. \
Four Children Burned to Death.
Charlotte, N. C., April 20. — Four 
children of Mrs. McDade, at Henrietta, 
Rutherford county, were burned to 
death in their dwelling. Mother and 
father were fatally burned in efforts 
to rescue the little ones.
Three Negroes Died From Poison.
Danville, Va., April 24.—The dead 
bodies of John Dandridge, Ada Moore 
and William Spraggins and the uncon­
scious form of Lillie McCain, all ne­
groes between 20 and 21 years of age, 
were found stretched out on the floor 
and on the bed in the servants’ room 
Qf Rev. W. H. Atwill, presiding elder 
for the Danville district of the Method­
ist church. The circumstances indi­
cated that the party were drinking and 
died while asleep from poisoning. The 
police are investigating. The McCain 
woman is in a critical condition.
Gems Worth $15,000 Stolen.
Salt Lake City, April 22.—Diamonds 
valued at from $1.2,000 to $15,000 were 
stolen by burglars, who blew the safe 
of John D. Aynes & Sons. Jewellers, at 
26 Main street.
HARRISBURG LETTER
Capitol Investigation the Centro 
of Ail Interest.
SOME “BIG” MEN TO TESTIFY
It' Is Rumored Several Rrailroada Will
Ignore Two-Cent Fare BiH, Pleading
Special Charter Rights—Other News
of the Law-Makers.
Harrisburg, Pa., April 23.—Graft to 
the amount of $5,000,000! That is the 
sum estimated to have gone into the 
pockets of the favored capltol building 
contractors and the men “higher up.” 
This estimate is based on the data 
gathered by the experts employed to 
make an inventory of the capitol build­
ing and its furnishings and on infor­
mation gathered by the auditors.
The auditors who have been going 
over the contracts and accounts con­
nected with the building of the new 
state'house have almost finished their 
work. Within a few days they hope 
to make a complete report. Theft: work 
has been stupendous. Even though it 
has cost the state $25 a day for the 
chief auditor and $16 a day for each of 
his 10 assistants, besides an allowance 
of $5 a day for each man’s hotel ex­
penses it is certain that the common­
wealth is getting its money’s worth.
The Investigating commission also 
has in its employ quite a number of 
experts who hare been making a care­
ful and detailed examination of the 
entire building for the purpose of as­
certaining the actual value of the fur­
nishings. These experts are being paid 
$50 a day for their services. The re­
sults will show that the money spent 
in this way is a wise Investment. It is 
through the work of these experts and 
auditors that the commissioners have 
been able at this stage of the investi­
gation to make a good guess as to the 
total amount of the overcharges and 
stealings.
Buying Off Experts.
The public probably never will know 
how much the investigators have had 
to contend with in their work. Nat­
urally the big contractors and those 
who have shared in the “pie” and who 
would be affected by the inquiry were 
hostile to the probers from the very 
start and never have ceased to throw 
in their way every obstacle they could. 
Several prominent experts who were 
employed to ferret out certain things 
were bought off at the last minute and 
refused to go to work for the state and 
information of great value to the prob­
ers that had been promised from other 
sources has been withheld. But the 
commissioners expected this and not­
withstanding the setback» are ready to 
spring some big surprises.
“We want the commissioners to go 
to the bottom qf this,” said W. R. 
Andrews, chairman of the Republican 
State Committee, to me the other day 
in New York. “We want a thorough 
cleaning up of the whole affair," said 
he, “and the responsibility placed 
where it belongs. The Republican 
party has no one to shield in connec­
tion with the inquiry and has no other 
purpose than to have the investiga­
tion made as thorough and complete 
as possible."
Some “Big" Men to Be Called.
The investigators expect to call upon 
some of the big men of the state within 
a short time. Included in the list of 
witnesses who are to be subpoenaed 
are former Governor Samuel W. Penny- 
packer, former Governor William A. 
Stone, Auditor General William P. 
Snyder, former Auditor General E. B. 
Hardenbergh, former State Treasurer 
William L. Matneus, former Superin­
tendent of Public Grounds and Build­
ings James M. Shumaker, Joseph M. 
Huston, the architect; John H. Sander­
son, contractor; George F. Payne, con­
tractor, and H. Burd Casse!, contractor. 
Sanderson cannot he compelled to tes­
tify unless he should be found within 
the state’s boundaries, as he makes his 
home in New York, but unless he does 
testify he is likely to prejudice his 
case when suit is brought against him 
by the state later on.
Railroads to Ignore the Law.
Reports have been received here that 
several railroad companies, the Penn­
sylvania and Reading in particular, 
will refuse to comply with the two- 
cent maximum fare law when it goes 
into effect September 30. It is said 
that they will do to  on the plea that 
they have special charter rights which 
antedate the constitution of 1873, the 
provision of which they never have ac­
cepted. Legislators who were respon­
sible for putting the two-cent bill 
through intend to block the game of 
the railroads. They purpose putting 
through the Hulings bill which pro­
vides that the state tax on all railroad 
companies shall be raised from five to 
10 mills after the first of next year, 
and exempts from the increase those 
which file formal acceptance of the 
terms of the constitution so that they 
will continue to pay the present rate. 
I t will not pay the Pennsylvania or 
the Reading to get gay if the Hulings 
hill becomes a law.
Fight Against Primary Bill.
A fight against the Lydick primary 
election bill is certain to be made when 
that measure reaches the senate. The 
bill makes it compulsory for boroughs 
and townships to hold primary elec- 
tipnp.
Some of the country legislators want 
boroughs and townships to have the 
option of accepting either the new or 
old law governing primary elections. 
They contend that because corruption 
at elections in the cities has made such 
a law necessary for them is no reason 
why it should apply to boroughs and 
townships. It is contended that in
any boroughs and townships all par­
lies get together and put up a ticket, 
thus saving the expense of a primary 
election. It is also argued that very 
few boroughs and townships accepted 
the uniform primary law last year, 
which goes to show that there is no 
demand for it in the country. An 
amendment allowing boroughs and 
townships the privilege of choosing 
either the old or the new law was 
knocked out in the House, but another 
effort in this direction is likely to be 
made when the bill gets before the 
senate.
Squirming Over Pension Bill.
There is a lot of squirming over the 
Cochrane pension bill, which if it be­
comes a law, would cost the state 
about $5,000,000 a year. If this meas­
ure should be passed it would deprive 
some of the large institutions of the 
state of a large share of their appro­
priations It is not intended to raise 
the revenues any more than can be 
helped and it is also desired to keep 
about $10,000,000 in the state treasury. 
As there are certain fixed expenses to 
be met each year it requires little fig­
uring to learn that if $5,000.000 is to 
be spent on pensions in addition to the 
other appropriations something or 
somebody is going to suffer. It is a 
ticklish bill to oppose. Legislators 
have been besieged by old soldiers and 
their friends to pass the bill.
It is desired to increase the school 
appropriation to the extent of about 
$3,000,000 and it is also desired to in­
crease largely the good roads appro­
priation which is regarded as highly 
necessary. The House has killed sev­
eral big revenue producing measures 
and unless money is forthcoming from 
other sources it will be impossible to 
give the old soldiers the $5,000,000 a 
year which they are asking for. .
The trolley eminent domain bill, 
having passed the House, is now on its 
way through the Senate with prospects 
favorable to its final passage As 
amended this bill provides that all 
companies taking advantage of the 
new right must become common car­
riers of express matter and light 
freight. It is expected that when this 
bill becomes a law many new traction 
lines will be built In the state.
Bill to Protect Stock Raisers.
The Ambler bill providing for the 
registration and publication of the ped­
igree of any stallion, bull, ram or boar 
kept for sale or exchange and which 
is represented to be pure bred, is like­
ly to become a law. The purpose of 
the bill is to improve and encourage 
stock breeding and to prevent farmers 
and stock raisers from being swindled 
by any one who may have been ac­
customed to “live by his wits.” Any 
one tyho shall fraudulently represent 
any animal as thoroughbred or who 
fails to have such animal registered 
as required by the act or who otherwise 
may violate the provisions of the act 
Is subject to a fine of $100 and impris­
onment in the county jail for 30 days.
Among the numerous bills that have 
been introduced whose purpose is Lo 
raise money for road purposes is one 
levying a tax on all traction engines. 
The measure is hardly likely to pass 
for the reason that there are other good 
roads measures much more popular 
than this one. These traction engines 
are much needed by farmers and a tax 
on them would mean Just that much 
out of the farmer’s pocket. Objection 
has been raised to them because they 
frighten horses, but when it comes to 
this automobiles are more objection­
able and more numerous by far than 
the traction engines.
May L-et Women Vote.
There seems to be a good deal of 
sentiment in favor of the joint resolu­
tion proposing an amendment to the 
constitution so as to provide that fe­
male residents may vote for school di­
rectors or officers and upon all ques­
tions relating to the maintenance and 
regulation of the public schools. It is 
argued in its favor that as a rule 
mothers take a greater interest in tae 
education of the children than t'ue 
fathers for the same reason that they 
B>ok after their personal interests 
more and for that reason women should 
be at least as well qualified as men to 
voté for school directors or upon all 
subjects relating to the schools. The 
plan is in usé in some places and it ij 
urged that a general law on the sub­
ject would be all right.
The House Calendar Large. ■
The House calendar is now the larg­
est it ever has been in the history cf 
the legislature. There are several hun­
dred bills bn it in various stages of 
passage. Some of them, of course, will 
never get through, but the major'ty 
of them are scheduled for passage. The 
unusually large .number is largely due ' 
to the lack of a boss.
Some important bills have passed 
both houses and are now in the hands 
of the governor. These include the fol­
lowing:
Authorizing trolley companies to 
carry freight; repealing .the Salus- 
Grady “press muzzier;” requiring the 
names of newspaper owners, managin'? 
editors and publishers to be printed !• 
a conspicuous place in the publications; 
authorizing the examination and licens­
ing of practitioners of osteopathy; per­
mitting the killing of carp, suckers, 
mullets and eels with gigs or spears; 
validating the title of real estate taken 
and held by foreign corporations with­
out first having established places of 
business and authorized agents in 
Pennsylvania; "authorizing wholesale 
liquor dealers to take liquors from kegs 
or barrels and place them In bottles for 
sale; providing for the regulation and 
licensing of slaughter houses in Phila­
delphia; enabling tax collectors to col­
lect taxes for which they have become 
personally liable.
The Smith bill to permit brewers to 
sell their product to any person was 
killed in the house. The senate killed 
the McCord senatorial bill passed by 
the house. BAN Q. BARTON.
8 FARM  AND GARDEN,
TRAINING TOMATOES.
IHow the Largest Crop Can Be Grown 
Free From Rot. '
In regard to the production of large 
trops of tomatoes a New Jersey grow­
er describes his practice in Rural New 
Yorker and says: “I have been asked 
in regard to bagging tomatoes by grow­
ers in the west, if  tomatoes are grown 
as I grow them here, there is no need 
of bagging You can grow the largest 
crop free from rot. My method is as 
follows:
“All the tomatoes are under the 
grapevines, on the three lower wires, 
the upper wire being from three and 
one-half to four feet from the ground. 
As fast as the tomatoes are set and 
the vines are large enough they are 
tied on either side of wires, the lower 
wire about twelve inches above the 
ground. 1 use grocers’ cotton twine. 
Fine white is best.
“The t grape posts are seven feet 
above ground and set thirty feet apart
TOMATO VINES ON G R A PE T R E L L IS .
in rows, braced at each end of the 
held. Two wires only are used for 
growing grapes. All vines áre tied in 
spring on lower wire about six feet 
from the ground. The upper wire is 
run on top of posts, for the fruit canes 
to be fastened to. In order to keep 
the wind from breaking the canes off 
in early summer all vines are summer 
pruned, all weak or useless vines rub­
bed off until all tine large bunches are 
set and bagged. After that all vines 
are kept cut, only enough left to ripen 
the grapes properly. Plenty of air is 
left between grapes and tomatoes. I 
can assure you it is a beautiful sight 
to see two totally different crops grow­
ing on, the same row.
“The diagram above shows grapes 
and tomatoes grown on the same rows. 
The tomatoes grow no higher than the 
fourth wire from the bottom, which Is 
four feet from the ground. The grape­
vines are tied to the fifth wire and 
then grow up and fall over the top 
wire. All the wires are fastened by 
cut wire staples. Grapevines are set 
about fourteen feet apart, rows about 
nine to ten feet apart. Strawberries 
are grown between the rows, about 
four rows of berries between each two 
rows of grapes.”
Simple Test For Small Seeds.
Tlie gravity method of seed separa­
tion here illustrated is the old time 
practice of “brining” wheat, barley, 
bats, etc., before sowing, but applied to 
Seeds of much smaller size, such as to­
mato and eggplant seeds. As used at 
the New Jersey experiment station, the 
bottle at A in the cut contains pure
SEED SEPARATION.
water, upon which many seeds are 
Seen as floating and a larger number 
a t the bottom. These light, floating 
seeds are to be rejected. In the bottle 
a t B is a 20 per cent solution of com­
mon salt (a very thin sirup would have 
done as well), in which eggplant seeds 
tha t sank In pure water were placed, 
with the result that many remain at 
the top and thereby may be easily sep­
arated and thrown away.
Tried and Found ®refit*blo.
The Vermont experiment station has 
found a large gain in the use of bor- 
deaux mixture as a spray to prevent 
the early blight of potatoes. For more 
than fifteen successive yeays the sta­
tion has practiced spraying potatoes 
and has always found It a profitable 
procedure with early potatoes because 
of its effect In warding off insect at­
tacks and early blight, aside from the 
general stimulation It affords to the 
plants.
American Forestry.
The science of forestry has until very 
lately been altogether foreign to us 
It Is hardly ten years since the first at­
tempt to introduce scientific forestry 
upon American soil was made. Amer­
icans may well feel proud of the rapid 
.progress . made We have now a sci­
ence and practice of forestry based 
upon American conditions.
Fresh Manure on Clay Soil*.
It is often best to use fresh manure 
on stiff clay soils in order to have the 
large quantity of organic matter the 
manure contains aid in making the soil 
more open and porous and easier of
m t l t i t - a + t a n
PROFITABLE BEANS.
The Two Thousand Dollar Crop of a
New York Grower.
Beans are one of the good cash crops 
af western New York. Somebody once 
originated the saying that some land 
was “too poor to sprout beans," and 
it gives the impression that beans do 
not require rich soil. It is true that 
beans can be grown with a  degree of 
success on land that is too poor for 
most other crops, but it does not fol­
low that this crop does not want a 
large amount of fertility if it can get 
It, remarks a writer In National Stock- 
man and Farmer. The profitable bean 
growing is on rich land. Some of the 
most successful growers use sod land 
and manure the sod for this crop.
Bring Fair Returns In Cash.
Beans not only bring in fair returns 
in cash, but the “fodder” is splendid 
feed, especially for sheep. And part 
of the gain from growing beans is in 
the preparation the crop gives for 
wheat and clover or grass. Nothing is 
better for seeding down to grasé than 
a bean stubble.
Using the Weeder.
Clark Allis, a New York grower 
whose crop last year brought hi in over 
$2,000. says: “We use a weeder before 
the beans áre up and once afterward, 
and then with the use of two horse cul­
tivators we'do not have anything'much 
to hoe out.
Harvesting Beans.
“When thè beans are ripe', we use 
two bean harvesters and follow the 
cutters with a side delivery rake Aft­
er the beans are cut we do hot leave 
them without raking, because when the 
dirt'dries on thèm it will not shake off. 
Thé beans are turned as soon as dry 
ón top. and when fully dry they áre 
handled with a hay loader and four 
horses. This lets us put on a big load, 
though four horses have plenty tó do 
on the soft bean ground. When any 
beans scatter off thé load, we’go over 
the field with â dump hayráke when 
there is dew, and that cleans up about 
áll of the scattered beans. We have 
a contract with the thrastìérs to come 
the day the beans get into the barn. 
The first beans marketed usually bring 
the best price. With the wide loader 
and the patent hayrack the hard work 
of bean raising is knockèd out.”
BUSH PULLER.
An Easily Made Device That Can Be l 
Quickly Adjusted.
A very satisfactory device for pull- | 
ing bushes is made as follows: Take a 
tough hardwood stick ' about three 
Inches in diameter at one end. tapering 
to two inches at the other, and of any 
length to suit the operator. We have 
found five feet In length to be very 
satisfactory.
On this handle slip the ring of a ring 
chain and fasten with a staple. The 
other end of. chain is fastened to sin­
gletree. In pulling bushes the chain Is
F O B  F U L L IN G  B U SH ES.
passed around the bush on the dde op­
posite from the operator, who holds 
the long end of the stick, the short end 
being placed over the chain, as shown 
in the illustration.
This device, easily made, works like 
a charm and can be adjusted around 
a dozen bushes In the same time re­
quired to “snare” a chain around one. 
—E. S. in Farm and Fireside.
Injuries by Meadow Mice.
There is no escaping the conclusion 
that meadow mice are injurious to ag­
riculture. It has been argued that they 
are to a great extent inhabitants of 
waste lands and therefore not very 
destructive to crops, but snch asser­
tions are wide of the truth. The value 
ef these mice as tillers of the soil or 
as destroyers of weeds, while not to be 
overlooked, is very slight in comparison 
with their destructiveness to grass, 
fruit, vegetables, bay in the atack and 
orchard trees. The writer recommend­
ed as a remedy for the injury done to 
orchards by mice that soil should bo 
heaped up about the trunks so as to 
entirely cover the wounds. This was 
done, with the result that many trees 
that had been almost completely gir­
dled formed new bark and recovered. 
—D. E. Lautz.
An Rem In Poultry Feeding.
Solid meat with a pinkish white color 
and not so much fat as is produced by 
feeding heavily with corn, is popular In 
poultry in all foreign countries. When 
corn Is largely fed. there is a gather­
ing of fat under the skin and in the 
interior as well as between the tissues. 
The globules of fat between the tis­
sues of fowls fed on more oats and 
less corn, as is the English method, are 
firm and solid. The fat from corn 
feeding is not as solid and Is less dense 
Id composition.
A World Without Birds.
If we had no birds, this would be * 
lonesome world, but It would be worse. 
Scientists tell us that In nine years' 
time without birds Insects would eat 
everything we could grow. — Farm 
Prass.
The Unsprayed Orchard.
The fruit grower who didn’t spray 
his orchard 'ast season is not likely to 
have the largest bank balance this win­
ter Sometimes spray drous are almost 
as valuable as pearls —Farm Journal.
DEAD MEN’S BAGGAGE
In the Gloomy Old Morgue Down 
by the London Docks.
CHATTELS OF LOST SEAMEN.
A Strange Storehouse of 8trango
Things, Where the Belongings . of
Those Who Have “Gone Over the
8ide” at Sea Ara Kept Until Claimed.
“Messages from, the sea.” There aré 
200 or 300 waiting delivery In London 
a t this moment, and the gray romance 
clinging about them Is heightened by 
the knowledge that the greater part 
will never be called for. Down by the 
docks, amid the mud and lumber of 
that wonderful place, is an unpreten­
tious building, and in the vaults be­
low, in a catacomb of Old clothes and 
queer baggage, are stocked the be­
longings of those who have gone down 
to the sea in ships and never returned.
Now and then, but not often, a pale 
woman It may be troubles the serenity 
of that cloak room of the dead and, be­
ing conducted below, Is guided through 
the maze of ownerless baggage until 
presently, with a start, she cries out:
“That’s Bill’s bag, mister—the one 
just over your ’ead! I knows It by the 
patch I sewed In afore he started.” 
And while the woman waits, wide 
eyed, her guide reads from the white 
government label tied to the sailor’s 
sack: “William Smith, A. B., ship 
Southern Star. Washed overboard, 
Gesolation strait.”
“That’s ’im,” says the wife, gulping 
down her sorrow, and the great bag Is 
pulled from its testing place looking 
like a badly packed Christmas stock­
ing, warty and bulging in odd corners 
with the dead seaman’s belongings. 
And on top are lashed his worn sea 
boots and a rough parcel in ’thin for­
eign paper which they found under 
the pillow in his bunk. Hard usage 
and sea spray have played havoc with 
the thin rice paper, and the secret that 
Bill was guarding so jealously appears 
In the form of a dainty flaxen haired 
doll, with mild blue eyes, calculated to 
fascinate the heart of any little maid 
at sight.
“Ah,” cries the woman, proud for the 
moment of her husband’s remem­
brance, “that’s for Minnie. He said he 
would bring it—or send it,” she adds, 
with unconscious pathos, “if he could 
not come himself.” And she hides the 
doll in her shawl and In an outburst of 
emotion goes off with her find, and Bill 
disappears forever from history.
There they lie In neatly ordered 
rows, those old canvas bags, each with 
Its terse official label dangling from it, 
a fine, faint odor of foreign climes per­
vading the gray dusk of the passages. 
Yet what a storehouse of romance they 
I represent, what an Inspiration for some 
I Teiifeldrokh of the salt water I There 
is an individuality about every homely 
package. What, for instance, was the 
fate of the poor ’prentice lad who 
owned that duck bolster and where is 
the mother whose gentle fingers stitch­
ed his initials on I t so lovingly? The 
grim simplicity of the official details 
merely describes him as “missing,” and 
that’s the end of I t  Poor mother! In 
the next recess lie the worldly goods 
of a North sea whaler. You can still 
smell the sperm oil distinctly when 
you come within three yards Of them. 
There is an accordion on top of the 
pile, with all the music long since out 
of It, and a half carved walrus tusk 
beside it, with a picture of the dead 
man’s ship on one side and on the oth­
er a symbolic sketch of himself at 
home, one hand round his wife’s waist 
and a joyously large tankard of beer 
held aloft In the other.
A little farther on Is a sea stained 
bag, a flute and an opium pipe, crossed 
saltire on top—that is, the escutcheon, 
Ah Sing—and his epitaph says he fell 
overboard somewhere in the roaring 
forties. Luckless heathen! It will be a 
long swim home thence to the ances­
tral burial place by the Yellow river. 
And still a little farther on, amid the 
jumble of pathos and poverty, of com­
monplace and high romance, of sea 
chests and bags and baskets, In a cor­
ner where those things are put which 
have waited longest unclaimed. Is an 
old portmanteau, gray with dust, yet 
obviously of better class than Its com­
panions in misfortune. You turn its 
creaking hinges gently, expecting tar­
paulins and son’westers, and there, 
spoiled and yellow, but arranged with 
feminine grace. Is a bride’s outfit, ev­
erything unused down to the modestly 
folded white gloves, rusty as their but­
tons, and on the bosom of the dress is 
a photograph faded beyond recogni­
tion, with a prayer book by it and a 
rose leaf still marking the marriage 
service.
As strange a storehouse of strange 
things as any in the big city is this un­
claimed property office of the docks, 
and if few go to its gray corridors to 
search for traces of the missing still 
fewer come away In a talkative mood. 
—Pall Mall Gazette.
Music as an Adjunct to Education.
It has come to be very generally rec­
ognized that music Is a great factor 
In education. Robert Foresman In the 
Musical Standard says: “I t helps the 
other branches by accustoming the 
children to respond to their Impres­
sions by teaching them how to express 
themselves freely and naturally. I t 
may be made to help the enunciation 
in reading; it may be made to empha­
size and illumine the facts in history; 
it may be utilized for the purpose of 
making poetical expressions more per­
fect. I t  Is possible to reproduce the 
real life and soul of music, to have the 
vital phase of the thing itself as an 
Influence and an Inspiration for all 
whether they sing or listen.”
Pottstown, 
The New and Greater Store
YOUNG MEN’S STORE
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Many young fellows have bought regularly from us ever since they have learned to 
wear knee pants. These are loyal customers, of course; but no more loyal, certainly no< 
1 more enthusiastic than many who have switched over to us this season and last after harrow­
ing experiences with clothing called “young men’s” but not. Our clothes have good taste, 
'style and swing that others have not. See window.
$ 7 5 0 , 10, 12, 15, 18 to $25.
The fabrics are fine Worsteds aud Cassimeres in the new gray 
and brown striped and checked effects. The tailoring is of the 
sort that characterizes the best custom work, and which means 
good fit, good looks and shapeliness as long as the garment is 
worn. And no suits with more style and distinction have 
produced this season.
MALE OF GOOD CLOTHES FOR ROTS.
Correct fit, good style and durability are always conspicuous 
from beginning to end. Our clothes are made to give the utmost 
wear and satisfaction, and the prices are reasonable, especially 
noticeable to-day by the following specials offered.
$3.85 Saits with Two Pair of Pants.
More boys are wearing our Dudley two pants suits every 
day. All wool fabrics, nobby patterns, coat double-breasted, 
belt, one pair of pants knickers, other plain. Sizes 6 to 16.
93.98 Guaranteed Blue Serge.
Genuine Washington mills blue serge suits, double-breasted 
coat, stitched double, pants full lined, suit that holds its color 
and must give satisfaction. All sizes up to 16 including blouses 
and Russians for little fellows.
Extra Good Suits, $5,16, $7.50 and $10.
TOP COATS.
Beautiful shade of Tan Covert and Grays, 36 inches long, 
single lined, Satin sleeved, perfect fit, assorted, a t $7.50.
We show these in several desirable shades of Coverts, Her­
ringbone Grays, beautiful Golf Reds, Tricot, jaunty three-quar­
ter length, Brass Buttons, sleeve Chevron, sizes 2)4 to 10. Splen­
did four-dollar coats, specially marked $2.98.
93.50 RUSSIAN BLOUSE SUITS.
Also Sailor and Junior Suits, pretty Cheviots, Flannels and 
Serges. Newest combinations for spring. Large, graceful Col­
lars, Silk Ties, Bloomer Trousers lined, most artistic designs, 
sizes 2)4 to  10.
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Jobbers and Retailers of HARDWARE, 
PAINTS, TOOLS, ETC.,
N o . 2 0 5  B ridge S t.,
PHCEWIXVILLE, PA.
J. P. STETLXR, Manager.
- FURNITURE -
T h at F it th e  F e e t
AT WEITZENKORN’S.
The footwear of to-day is fashioned 
for ease and comfort as well as for 
style, elegance, and wear.
Our Shoes and Oxfords cover all 
these points.
It is acknowledged by everybody that we 
carry the largest stock and more stylish to 
select from than any two of our competitors.
Wearing Qualities
at Low Prices.
Ladies’ extra fine Sunday Shoes and 
Oxfords, $1.25 and $1.50, in Vici Kid and 
Patent Colt Skin.
The largest assortment of Ladies’ $2.00 
Shoes and Oxfords in Pottstown. All 
styles.
Children’s fine Sunday Shoes in Patent 
Leather and Vici Kid, 75c., $1.90, $1.25.
Children’s Russet Shoes, all new styles, 
$1.00 and $1.25.
Children’s Coft Skin Oxfords, 75c., $1.00 
and $1.25.
Boys’ and Youths’ fine Sunday Shoes, 
$1.25, $1.50 and $2.00, in all leathers.
Men’s Vici Kid and Colt Skin Shoes and 
Oxfords, $2.00.
The largest assortment of Men’s, Boys’ 
and Little Boys’ Patent Leather Shoes 
and Oxfords in town, in all new styles.
IMPORTANT : We Give Coupons, Good for Silverware.
WEITZEIsTKORlT'S
Pottstow n’s Leading Shoe Store. 141 H igh S t
SPRING IS COMING—THE TIME FOR
MAKING CHANGES IN YOUR
HOU8EFURNISHINGS.
The first thing to decide, is i
“Where will I purchase ?”
Before making your choice. It will he to 
your advantage to call and examine stock 
and secure prices at
The Coileplle Furniture Store
Where It is always a pleasure to SHOW 
GOODS.
A FULL LINE of all grades of
“I t ’s  J u s t  L ik e  This!”
W hen you have occasion to introduce 
any Plumbing Fixtures, or to have your 
home heated with steam or hot water, you 
want only the most skillful mechanics to 
plan and execute the work.
“ It’s Just L ike T h is!”
Plumbing Fixtures, or a Heating 
Apparatus, are not put in for a day. Under
propér conditions they last for generations.
Furniture and Housefurn­
ishing Goods in Stock.
Carpets, Mattings, Oil Cloths and Lin­
oleums.
Picture Frames made to order.
Carpets cleaned and relayed.
Repairing and upholstering attended to 
prompt lj.
Undertaker Embalmer
Orders entrusted to my charge will receive 
the most careful and painstaking attention.
John Ii. B echtel,
COLLEGEVILLE, PA
’Ph on e  No. 18. ,
“ It’s Just L ike T his!”
W e are prepared to submit plans and install the latest stylo 
Plumbing Fixtures, or the most efficient Steam or Hot Water 
Heating' Apparatus, at the lowest price consistent with good 
material and workmanship.
“ It’s Just L ike T his!”
When you find it necessary to have any repairs made, send 
us your orders. W e will not keep you waiting, nor will we put 
you to any avoidable inconvenience.
GEO. F. CLAMER,
1-12. C O L L E G E V IL L E , PA,
C O L L E G E V IL L E
Marble and Granite Works,
H. L. SAYLOR, Prop.
All kinds of Cemetery Work in Plain 
and Artistic Designs. All Work guar­
anteed. Estimates furnished.
M ain  St. Collegeville.
